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'ic begins to look
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! t. fl n fx showers withP II Sir thunderWUHL companii
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ment will come tonight
and Tuesday.
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WASHINGTON NOGERMS OF BATTLEHLK ORDINANCE GREED IS CAUSE
OF GREAT
STRIKE
HATCHED
V01E ON TARIFF
BILL MAY COME
TODAY
IS TO COME UP IN ACCORD WITH
CHARGE?DOMINGOWEDNESDAY
you work out beer at Carlsbad, and
nurture a wholesome religious view
of life, and conditions will be better."
The bishop denied that either in-
dividually or officially he was Interest-
ed in West Virginia coal land or
mines. Senator Martin asked the
bishop what he would do to remedy
conditions, if he had the power.
"First of all, I would require both
operators and miners to go to church
twice every Sunday," said he. "I
would give each a Bible as a steering
chart and then give them about eight
beatitudes and make them hang two
or three in their bedrooms, such as
'Blessed are the poor in spirit,' and
'blessed are the meek.' These would
BISHOP OF WEST VIRGINIA TELLS
OF CABIN AND PAINT
CREEK TROUBLES
PUE-RT- PLATA IS SHELLED BY
A WARSHIP OF THE LITTLE
.
REPUBLIC
SENATE DEMOCRATS EXPECT TO
HAVE IT READY FOR THE
HOUSE TOMORROW
ac $2.50 and the applicant ia required
to pay a nominal sum for the tuber-
culosis test.
Licenses' may be revoked upon the
refusal cf any persons holding them
to allow the inspector to examine their
herds. The inspector is required to
make such examinations and inspec-
tions at least twice each year. Un-
less the owner shall file with the
city clerk each year the report of a
licensed government inspector, the
tuberculin test shall be applied to each
herd once every 12 months by the
city inspector. The semi-annu- in-
spections by the city official are in-
tended 'to include all equipment of
daries as well as the cattle. If deem-
ed necessary, milk and cream from
each dairy will be talien for analysis.
Sealed Vessels
' The ordinance provides that all
milk and cream shall be delivered in
waled vessels,' whir h are required to
be sterilized with boiling water or
steam before filling. Milk or cream
offered for sale is required to be pure
and unadulterated and not chemically
RELIGION IS GOOD CURECONFERENCE TO BE SHORT
DISTRICT ATTORNEY FINISHES
PREPARATION OF PROPOSED
CITY LAW
AT THE MAYOR'S REQUEST
DAIRYMEN AND OTHERS ARE
REQUESTED TO ATTEND CITY
COUNCIL MEETING
cause them to forget to use the ma
RESULT OE INTERNAL STRIFE
STATE ANNOUNCES IT HAS SE-
CEDED FROM THE CENTRAL
GOVERNMENT
chine guns."BROTHERLY LOVE TAUGHT MIN
O'SHAUGHNESSY'S STATEMENTS
DIFFER FROM THOSE OF
STATE OFFICIALS
SAYS HUERTA WILL RUN
BUT MAY HAVE BEEN OBLIGED)
TO SAY SO BECAUSE OF MEX-
ICAN POLITICS
TO REMOVE THE AMERICANS
GOVERNMENT SENDS A TRANS-
PORT TO WEST COAST OF
BATTLE-TOR- REPUBLIC
TWO BRANCHES EXPECTED TO
REACH AGREEMENT WITHIN
TWO WEEKS
ERS AND OPERATORS, WOULD
y BE SALUTARY
MUST FORGET SOCIALISMHEAVY TOLL ON THE RICH
TWO BOYS MURDERED
Lincoln, Neb., Sept. 8. The discov-
ery of bullet wounds last night in the
bodies of John Rys, aged 16, and
George Dimer, aged 9, who were found
dead Saturday night near Havelock,
a suburb of this city, leads to the
theory that' the boys were murdered.
Coroner V. A. Matthews will hold an
inquest today.
TO SAFEGUARD THE PUBLIC
CITIZENS WILL BE ASSURED OF
CLEAN, WHOLESOME MILK
AND CREAM
TEACHINGS OF THAT CULT, PRE-- .
LATE SAYS, ARE INSPIRING
TO BAD DEEDS
(Continued on Pase four)
Washington, Sept. 8. Charga
MEH O'Shaughnessy's public declaration atthe Mexico City embassy that no as
Washington, Sept. 8. Creed of coal
operators as well as the miners,
Bishop P. J. Donahue of Wheeling,
W. Va., told the senate investigating
im
surances had been given him thatSIMMS 10
AID CURRENCY ACT
n ft ilioitil Huerta would not ee a candidate atthe coming election, and auilioiitativs
declarations aere that such, assur-
ances had been given, arflused a dis
committee today, was the fundamental
cause of the West Virginia strike.
Exorbitant prices in company stores,
from 15 to 25 per cent advance on
position in some quarters to question
whether O'Sbaughnessy and the state
UNPRECEDENTED DROUGHT CON-
TINUES UNRELIEVED IN
KANSAS AND MISSOURI
the market, he gaev as an instance.
The bishop was on a commission
which investigated conditions on
Paint Creek and Cabin Creek. He was
AMENDMENT TO TAX BIG LEGA-
CIES MEETS WITH CONSIDER-
ABLE SUPPORT
Washington, Sept.- 8. The demo-
cratic tariff bill, introduced by Major-
ity
'
Leafier Underwood five inontha
ago and passed by the house four
months ago today, may pass the sen-
ate before adjournment. When the
measure was called up early today
by Chairman Simmons of the finance
(committee it was the intention to
hold the senate in session until a
vote was reached.
Leaders on both sides agreed that
the bill surely would be reported back
to the house some time tomorrow. In
conference the measure is expected
to be debated less than two" weeks.
After some preliminary discussion
today, Senator La Follette took the
floor for his first general discussion
of the bill, having deferred his amend-
ments to the wool and cotton sched-
ules until the climax of the debate.
Roads Measure Lost
Senator Dillingham's amendment to
turn back each state's income tax for
good roads, with the provision that
department were working in accord,
but officials denied flatly that there
was any friction..agreeably surprised by the living con-
ditions of the miners. Diplomatists regard Mr. O'Shaug-
-
ness's denial as heing required byOf course we found no Turkish
the politics of the situation in the
Mexican capltaL and the administra
HOUSE WILL STRAIN A POINT TO
SECURE EARLY PASSAGE OF
THE BILL
Washington, Sept." 8. The adminis-
tration currency bill probably will be
reported tomorrow and be ready for
debate Wednesday. The republican
report will be filed at the same time.
Before taking up the currency bill,
however, the house will complete its
consideration of the urgent deficiency
bill, on which It continued today. The
senate banking committee resumed
hearings today with W. H. Allen of
rugs, but we did find fairly comfort-
able worWngmen's homes," said the
prelate.
AMERICAN LIVES IN BANGER
GUNBOAT DES MOINES IS SENT
TO AFFORD PROTECTION
TO FOREIGNERSj
Washington, Sept. 8. Puerto Plata
in the Dominician republic, where a
ic VoiUi-iw-i io iu iuoito, is being
shelled by Dominican gunboats, with
great danger to American lives and
property. Jose M. Esteva, American
consul there, so reported today. The
gunboat Des Moines is on the way
there, ;:;,!-.-:!..-
Thy Des Moines is at; Guantanamo
today, coaling for the run to Puerto
Plata, where she is due tomorrow.
Puerta Platta has been in the hands
of the Dominican rebels ever since
the latest revolution started with the
announcement of the governor that
the state had seceded from all alleg-
iance to the central government. The
present danger to Americans and their
property comes from the attempt of
the Dominican government to force
the rebel stronghold to capitulate.
The supposed leader of the uprising
is Hector Velasquez, one time provis-
ional president of the republic. Pie-viot-
meager advices gave no indi-
cation that any fi; hting had occurred.
So far as naval1;!". ices are Inform-
ed, the Dominican navy consists of
two or three converted yachts, armed
with and machine guns.
They could cause great damage to
an unfortified town like Puerto Plata,
and particularly since It is largely of
wooden constructions and might
easily be set afire.
American in'erests in Puerto Plata
are, small. A number of Porto
Ricans recently have entered the bus-
iness community there. Warrant for
intervention by Commander Andrew
P. Long of the Des Moines would be
tion view is that Huerta will not be
At the request of Mayor R. J. Tau-per- t,x
District Attorney Charles W. G.
Ward has prepared a milk ordinance
for the city of Las Vegas, a summary
of which is published in today's Optic
for the Information of dairymen as
well as of citizens generally.
Since the report of the last San
Miguel county grand jury disclosed
that some of the milk sold in the city
was not up to the standards required
in municipal corporations which have
legislated on the' subject, Mr. Ward
has been making a special study of
the dairy and milk regulations and
laws of a number of cities. During
the summer, while visiting Brookline,
Mass., he carefully investigated the
matter, studying the town ordinances
and state laws and visiting more thau
a score of dairies that supply Brook-lin- e
and Boston with milk and cream.
More recently the ordinances of Al-
buquerque, Denver, Kansas City and
other municipalities have been exam-
ined. Mr. Ward informs The Optic
that he has endeavored to limit the
provisions of the suggested ordinance
to reasonable and necessary features
required by practically all progressive
cities and to eliminate as far as pos-
sible legal varbiage and conditions
not essential to the safety
'
and good
health of the citizens.
A number of provisions have been
a candidate.
Kansas: City, Sept. 8.-- Light show-
ers at scattered points brought decid-
ed relief from extreme heat over Mis-
souri, Kansas and Oklahoma today,
but in no instance were they heavy
enough to break the long drought, ac-
cording to reports reaching the United
States weather station here.
Temperatures over me three states
today were from 10 to 15 degrees
lower than those which prevailed last
week. The heaviest rawrall reported
from Missouri was .13 Inches at La-
mar. Pittsburg, Kas., received .38
inches, the first rain of any kind since
August 17, and the heaviest since
N
May. . ,
At Oklahoma City and other Okla-
homa points eood showers fell. The
Kansas river at Toneka. usually a
"Were the men contented?" asked
Senator Kenyon.
"I can best answer in the words of
Witness Griffith, who said the men
would not be satisfied until they own-
ed the mines."
Coming to the cause of the 6trike
the bishop quoted a line from the
Brooklyn the only witness. Professor
O. A. W. Sprague of Harvard will be
again questioned tomorrow.
each state appropriate a like amount, Chairman Henry of the house rules
committee called at the White Housewas lost. Foreign books were re-
turned to the free list, as originally
provided by the house.
Senator Smoot moved to reduce the
today, he said, to assure President
Wilson that his committee was ready
The understanding is that Mexico
City authorities will maintain to the
last that the constitution alone pre-
vents Huerta becoming a candidate to
succeed himself, and thus avoid ap-
pearances of having acceded to tha
American proposal.
Transport for Americans
San Francisco, Sept. 8 The army
transport Buford will sail late today
to gather up Americans in peril on
the west coast of Mexico. The vessel
will be in charge of Charles Jenkinson,
special representative of the state de-
partment. It will fly the Red Cross
flag, as it is believed the ship would
be better able to perform its relief
work under that banner, owing to the
present temper of the Mexicans, than
under the American flag.
Jenkinson arrived from Washington
last Friday and ha3 been busy with
the task of loading tha Buford with
to introduce a special rule, if neces
lively stream, is the lowest on record, duty on cut, but not set, diamonds, sary, to expedite the bill through the
At some points between Topeka and 'pearls and other precious stones from house. He predicted that the binTheLawrence the river is" only one foot 20 per cent to 10 per cent would be passed by the house affer a
week's debate.
Democratic senate leaders decided
deep. amendment was lost, senator mi,
Several tralnloads of water are oar- - j republican, called up his
ried each day by the railroad from fax amendment proposing a tax on in- - today to move'-n- o further toward an
agreement on the administration bill
Psalms: "The rich man liaunts his
wealth and Sets the poor man r,n
fire," and declared it applied to the
situation in West Virginia. He added
that the infidelity that had been
taught to the miners; that they had
been taught that the saying "Poor we
have with us always" was a farce and
that the miners had just as much
right to automobiles ana to live ?n
Kanawha street as the coal operators.
Senator Borah contended that if
laboring men were not ambitious they
would become industrial slaves.- -
"Ah, but not so, if property owners
are not filled with greed." returned
the bishop. "I believe men should
hold property, not as their own, but
trustees for others, and that trustee-
ship should be shown by acts."
Senator- Martine asked Bishop Don-
ahue if labor unions were not organ-
ized, in his opinion, for tne good of
the members. The bishop, hesitated
heritn.nees, graduated from one per
cent on $50,000 up to 75 per cent on
bequests exceeding $50,000,000. It is
said it was designed to break up im-
mense fortunes.
Independence to Blue Springs, where
it is turned into the railway's' pond
and shared with the townspeople.
Some farmers In Jackson county haul
water 12 miles, both for their families
and their livestock.
until it has passed the house. After
a conference with colleagues on the
banking committee, Chairman Owen
today secured President "Wilson's tenfound in any action on either side
interfering with the operation of the tative approval of the planSenator Clapp, progressive republi- medicines and stores and of arrangingThe hearings begun last week and Ican. said he' would support the amend-- , cust0ms house, under American su
ment, although he believed the time j perviSion and control. It is expected
had come when the government should j tjlat commonder Long will Insist thai
inserted in the suggested ordinance
which are of debatable or doubtful
utility. Mayor Taupert urges both
citizens and dairymen to read the
suggested regulations carefully and
come to the council meeting Wednes-
day evening prepared to propose
amndments, substitutions, additions
and eliminations. The subject is re-
cognized to be one of much Impor-
tance and a full expression of the
views of all interested parties la
sought. While the mayor and council
wish to insure the enactment of a
law that will sufficiently protect the
citizens, they do not wish to do any
injustice or impose any unnecessary
hardship upon the dairymen.
One of the leading dairy firms of
the city has already taken the initia-
tive in fiie matter of securing the
adoption of a proper ordinance, and
go further and not allow people of hostilities be conducted outside the
resumed early today will be suspend-
ed in about two weeks and when the
tariff bill is out of the way many
senators will leave --Washington for
a short rest.
It was predicted today that consid-
eration of the bill in committee will
continue until the middle, of October
before it will be possible to estimate
what support it can command in the
'
senate.
until the question was repeated, then
said:
COPPER BUSINESS GROWS
New York, Sept. 8. The statement
of the Copper Producers' association
for August shows a decrease in stockB
on hand of 15,280,908 pounds, compar-
ed with the previous month.
Production for the month was 2
pounds, a decrease of 6,442,-240- .
Domestic delivery, 73,649,801, an
increase of 14,745,615. Foreign deliv-
eries 73,263,469, a decrease of 5,215,-60-
and total deliveries of 140,913,270.
an increase of 9,529,007.
"That may be one reason; another
limits of the town.
The reason for the revolt against
President Bordas is understood to be
founded on the objection of Governor
Cespedes of the province of Puerto
Plata, against the attempts of the
general government to wrest confol
from the provisional officers of the
government railroad from Puerto
Plata to Santiago, which has figured
frequently in the politics of the
is to furnish fat salaries to officials."
"Did you ever hear of an official
that was worth $20,000?'' demanded
tor the emoariiing or nospiuu mcii aim
nurses and soldier guard3. The trip
is cxpecd to last from four to six
weeks. The first stop will be made
at Manzanillo September 15.
"We are going prepared for every-
thing, including epidemics," said Jen-
kinson today. "Major William F.
Lewis of the medical corps, a ser-
geant and three hospital corps pri-
vates and three women nurses of the
army nurse corps will be aboard. Thera
will also be Red Cross nurses from
the San Francisco chapter, a doctor
from the hospital and marine service,
and Mrs. Jenkinson, who will assist
me in the Red Cross work. Besides
being a special representative Cf the
state department, I am also a special
American representative o tha Red
Cross society."
For several year3 Jenkinson was in
great wealth like the Astors "to take
what does not belong to them from
the people."
Senator Norris took the case of Vin-
cent Astor to illustrate the effect of
this amendment. The younger Astor,
he said, did nothing to accumulate the
fortune of ?SO,000,000 he received from
his father,
"Under this proposed , amendment,"
said Senator Norris, "the tax Vincent
Astor would pay to the government
would be $43,190,500. He would then
have more than $36,000,000 tipped into
his lap, a fortune made by millions
of neonle cf the United States; a for
Attorney Stedman for the United Mine
IRS. PAMIM18I MAY
NOT BE ADMITTEDCOTTON GINNING HAS
BROKEN ALL RECORDS
Workers.
"I did not speak of accumulations;
I referred to salaries," returned the
bishop calmly.
Attorney Monett, also for the min-
ers, asked if. the bishop thought gat-lin-g
guns, armored cars and blood-
hounds were some of the things that
set the souls of the miners on fire.
The bishop responded that he con-
sidered the use of those weapons best
governed by the common law, which
It is believed the other dairymen of the
city and vicinity will to
secure the enactment of a municipal
law which will be an advantage to them
as well as to the city.
Milk Inspector Created
The first provision of the ordinance
requires the creation of the office of
milk
.inspector, this official to be ap-
pointed by the mayor and to be paid
a salary" to be fixed by the council.
IMMIGRATION OFFICERS INVESTI-
GATING THE BRITISH
BOY'S BODY FOUND
Carlsbad, N. M., Sept. 8.The body
of Robert Davis, the son
of Rev. A. A. Davis, was found Satur-
day afternoon hanging from a rafter
over the stairway in the harn at the
rear of the family home. The discov-
ery was made by the hoy's mother,
tune for the accumulation of which
he did not sweat a drop, a fortune
accumulated without an effort of his
hand and brain. Such a tax would not
be robbing Mr. Astor."
ATTEMPT OF THE FARMERS TO
BEAT BOLL WEEVIL IS THE
MAIN REASON ' Washington. Sept. 8. Before Mrs
who went to the barn about 4 o'clock: allowed the use of guns when the
Washington, Sept. 8.-- The greatest p0ft Trtl AL to gather eggs. The frantic mother j gtate was 'baci5ed to the wall." TheLicenses are Required
of cotton ever ginned in tne, . tak-quantity g t s,jess Willard summoned assistance, but whenThe proposed ordinance further pro-
vides that no oersori who keeps more season prior to September 1 was re-
-
Emmelyn Pankhurst, leader of the
British militant suffragettes, can be
admitted to the United States In Oc-
tober, the time set in the latest
for her coming, tha im-
migration authorities will decide whe-
ther any of the causes for which she has
been Imprisoned in England consti- -
bishop denied having come to Wash-
ington at the request of the coal mine
operators to protest against former
and 11 others concerned in the fight en down the boy was dead. It is be-
at Vernon arena August 22, which lieved death was accidental. The'than one milk cow iVH offer milk, j ported by the census bureau today
when it was announced 794,006 bales
was followed by the death of Willard's j boy's father is conducting a revivalor cream for sale for human consump-
tion without first obtaining a license.
Immigration Officer O'Keefe stopping
immigrants going to West Virginia!
Mexico attached to the American em-
bassy. He has recently made two
trips to Mexico to bring hack refu-
gees, landing one party in Galveston
and another in New York."
"President Wilson," he said, "in-
tends that all Americana shall leave?
Mexico, and having warned Americans
to leave, there Is nothing for the gov-
ernment to do but to provide trans-
portation for them.
"Of tha 10,000 Americans in Mex-
ico when rresident Wilson issued his
--nrninff, there probably trill be 1 m
than 1,000 by the lima the Buford
to this port."
at. Fort Stockton, Texas.of the growth of 1913 had been put
out from the ginneries throughout the
opponent, John Young, were held to-r-,
answer in the superior court minns hnpsiiKo th rnineg wpre notIn applying for such licenses ail pei-
,u!e moral PUude. within the mean- -unionised. iThe bishop : declared he
ing of the law, and make her an un
with south. The heavy ginnings for the murdersons must file their applications cha.e8 of Becond degree
the city clerk, who will refer them first period are the result of an early j pHjifi fighting. justice Summer-t- o
the milk inspector. The-name- ad- - j maturin;; cf the crop and an effort ie,dj at the conclusion of the prelim- - desirable alien.Sha will be dotal ied a wba fever
inary hearing on manslaughter
charges this morning, bound them
farmers to heat tne nou weevn, ...dress and the number ocows ownertp.y
by each applicant must accompany the! the opinion of
census bureau officials,
nnniintinns Before recommending i All states reported an increased gin- - over for trial before the higher tri
ninur over last, year's total for the Besides those held to the
4,
.'r TODAY IN CONGRESS
'
' Washington, Sept. 8. Senate: Met
at 10 a. m, ,
Debate on tariff bill resumed with
prospect of passage agreement; to
vote before adjournment.
Committee Investigating Wrest Vir-
ginia mine strike heard Bishop P. J.
Donahue of Wheeling.
House: Mot at 11 a. m.
' Administration currency bill delay-
ed by majority report and probably
will come in tomorrow.
came of his own volition. He said
the immgirants were possibly Catho-
lics, but "they were not working at it
hard."
"Well, they pay up, d that is
what you want?" suggested the at-
torney.
Money Is Net Religion
"Oh, no. Paying money does not
make a man religious. He must go
to church and live his religion. Take
away a man's religion and you make
him little more than an animal. Get
some of these horrible Ideas of in-
fidelity and doubt and socialism work-
ed out of the miners' minds, much as
m F c ii Pom i
I T S,' S -
' III " M kI (I 1 f
point she lands, but whetb"-- ' -- "p" '.'oi-
ly she may be permitted to :o ev.r-mt-
be foretold. To the immi '"-- u au-
thorities, Mrs. PankUu'-- t' '! f ""
scuts at this time pureK
al question, and they i f) I
on it in advance.
Officials of the depart' eut ' th i
now are seeking oil ol t n il it
mation (concerning the t i h if
gratte's militant S( tivi i tl t 1
W;
r
V i i
the granting of the license the
is required to examine all
the cows ,owned by the applicant and
test them for tuberculosis or other
diseases. He also is required to as-
sure himself that the dairy buildings
and surroundings are in a sanitary con-
dition. Each license is to be gcod
for one year, subject to revocation
riod with the exception of Texas ana
North Carolina. Last 'year to Septem-
ber 1, there had been ginned 5.4 per
rent of the entire crop, and in 191.1
the quantity was five per cent.
Round bales included in this report
numbered 7,584 compared with 7,434
for last year. Sea Island bales in
1,P 0 l 1 1
higher court were T. J. McCarey and
Al Greenwalds, promoters; Tom Jones,
Willard's manager; Harry Gilmore,
Jr., Young's manager; Al Harder,
time keeper; Charles Eyton, referee;
Walter Monahan, John Davles, James
Cameron, Charles Anslinger and Ed-
die Webster, seconds. The bonds of
$5,000 for Willard and $1,500 for each
o the other 11 remained unchanged.
it ai 1 li ii i
o !d be i 1 1 1 t
' ot i t 1 -
a legal bearing on h"r nht. u admis-- j
sion to the United States. j (Continuedfer cause, and is to
be issued by the eluded 430 compared with Hi tor las,
city clerk. The license fee is Iixe-- year. '
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presented in the picture, becomes the !Gljc iaUjj CopticESTABLISHED 1879. lost one set. in games his score was133 won and 57 lostIt was the consensus of opinion
that the 1913 tournament was the
ABSORBED IDEAS
FROM AMERICAN
AILHETES
BEAUTIFUL CREATIONS IN
WOMEN'S SUITS and DRESSES
FOR. THE FALL SEASON
Published By
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO. -
(Incorporated.)
.' M. PADGETT EDITOR
desire of our hearts and it Is to that
point we direct our travels.
We all of us recall various pictures
we have seen and some of them Stand
out with a peculiar distinctness. We
feel that we have here those views
that have a peculiar fascination and
that if there be others presented at
the same time, if ours offer induce-
ments beyond the others we will prof-
it hy the presentation.
It seems as if the coming of the
San Diego boosters is going to be a
good thing for the future of the old
city.
Another thing that is encouraging
In the visit of this party is the fact
that they are supporters of the ocean
GERMAN OLYMPIC COMMISSION
most representative ever held, but
that there would be a far more in-
ternational aspect to the 1914 cham-
pionship. Much of course depends
upon the Davis cup play next year.
If the preliminary ties are played
abroad it is probable tfiat only the
challenge match will be held on the
United States courts. Regardless of
the outcome of the Davis cup matches
it is thought that Anthony Wilding,
Alfred Dunlop and Norman Brookes
will visit America and possibly also
the German racquet stars. Brookes
Dunlop are scheduled to leave
Australia early in 1914 for a European .
presfir1 Btyto women's suits and dresses as atGAINED POINTERS IN TOUR
OF UNITED STATES
The new styles are radically different from the past fewseaso.s and are extremely
S
pleasingto the most fastideous rich anrl ,itfraf.H-,- r ,ro : . .New York, Sept S. According toCarl Diem, the American tour of the
Entered it the postoffice at Eas;
Lag V.isas, New Merico, for trans-
mission through the llLited States
mails as tecond class matter.
""""iia m an excellent variety of the most aoorov- -ed styles of the season yet not gaudy or conspicous.Imperial German Olympic commis
sion has. been productive of much use As in the past, we have bought but one garment of a kind, and are thus enable to guaranteeyouful information in connection with
the American, athletic system of train-
ing and organization. Mr. Diem, who
is general secretary
'
of the German
tour and are likely to double-u- p with
Wilding for the Davis cup matches
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by Carrier
for an American tour.Per Copy .05
One Week IB The German team, consisting of O.
Froitzheim, F. w. Roke, R. Klein- -One Month 65
to ocean highway route that covers
the old Santa Fe trail and all the pic-
tures that they exhibit will' take the
route that goes through the ' central
section.
An effort Is now being made to
make the Borderland passage the Im-
portant one, and the Westguard peo-
ple seem to be Interested particularly
in this route, but all the prestige that
can he given to the greatest route of
all, with its matchless scenery and
schroth and H. Kleinschroth, is schedOne Year $7.50
uled to sail for Australia this monthDaily, by Mail
EXCLUSIVE STYLE
in any of our better suits or dresses. Then, again; there is as much individuality in thesegarments as though they had been made to your special order.
STYLE, INDIVIDUALITY AND QUALITY
are the three essential features of a satisfactory garment 'These are what you get in our ready-to-wea- r garmentsSUITS $12.50 to $50.00 DRESSES S7.5Q to $45.00
and will play In Australia and NewOne Year $6.00 Zealand until March. Their futureSix Months 3.00
Olympic congress, has had associated
with him Lieutenant Walter Von
Heichenau, Dr. Martin Berner and
Joseph Waitzer, and the quartet of
investigators has about completed its
tour of inspection. The members are
unanimous in stating tnat the data
they have collected will have an im-
portant bearing on the track and field
athletics of Germany, and the ar-
rangements for the Olympic games at
Berlin In. 1916. The athletic club
field has been carefully gone over and
plans depend to a great extent upon
the Davis cup prospects. The team
the wonderful historic interest must may return to- - Germany for the
be, in the end, the popular roadway matches or precede to America in
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
GROWER
One Year $2.00 time to strike the height of the Callfrom the east to the west and this
trip of the boosters will add greatly fornia tennis season.Six Months 1.00
to this result. The Pacific coast will play a promWe want that, highway and, while inent part in the tennis of 1914. Mcthe remaining days of the tour will
Loughlin, Jonnston, Straehan, andbe devoted In part to a study of theIn the end, there is no doubt that It
will be the most traveled one, all we
f haa Veas'LeAdin Store
feenawdtf& Son
WOOLTEX
SUITS FOR
WOMEN
Griffin will again tour the east withcollege side of athletics and nhvsfeal
PRINTZESS
SUITS FOR
WOMEN
(Cash In Advance for Mall Subscrip-
tions.)
Remit by draft, check or money or-
der. If sent otherwise we will not
be responsible for loss. 1
can do to help will make it more an additional attraction in the persontraining.
sure. of Roland Roberts, the latest CaliMuch astonishment Is expressed ov EaUbliaKod 1862o fornia phenomenon. McLoughlin is SouthiSidoPlagathe members of the commission atthe magnitude of the athletic system also expected to revisit England inSpecimen copies free on applica
Uon. SlltS. l'ANKIIUKST COMING order to have another try at WlmIn the United States, and the re
bledon for the singles
title, generally conceded as the
markable facilities for comfort ' and
training afforded the athletes. The
Mrs. Emmellue Pankhurst, the
circuit is to be one of the leading atnoted English suffragette who recent world's championship.imposing club houses, large running
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
PAID FOR
ly exiled herself to sunny France, Is
reported to be headed this way for
tracks and mammoth stands have
tractions of the week. The governor
and other state officials will visit the
fair Wednesday.AMERICAN WOMEN CARELESSan "American invasion" In the early They over-estima- I heir physical SUMMER EXCURSIONS TOstrength and take chances which Infall. Prominent representatives ofthe "cause" of militancy in London Get Rid of the Torment of RheumatismYou can do so bv riddw
made a deep' impression upon tne
German delegation and it is expected
that the report, which will be filed
upon the return of the commission tp
Berlin, will suggest that similar fa-
cilities be afforded German athletes
and spectators in the future.
Advertisers are guaranteed the
largest daily and weekly circulation
if any newspaper in uon hern New
Mexico.
give out dire hints of what is going
the long run cause pain and trouble.
Wet feet, a cold from exposure, neg of the cause. Weak and inactive kidto happen when the general of the lect of such warning Rvmnrnma na neys allow uric acid poisons to re-main in the blond nnd rfco,,.,!,. ALL POINTS IN COLORADObackache, nervousness, bearing down pains swollen and aching joints folEnglish suffrage Amazons reachesthese shores. The mildest of their
assurances is that "she will liven pains, all lead to untold suffering. To
all such women we want to say Lvdia
low. Take Foley's Kidney Pills to ease
you of the pain and torment. They
will positively and permanently buildun the kidnevs. rp.Rtnm thoti- - T,..mi
TELEPHONES
Bus.nrss Office Main 2
News Department Main 9
things up" and will "show the Amer-
ican women how to grease the wheels
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound is
Particular attention has been given
to the methods used by the leadingAmerican athletes performing In their
specialties, and the notes and dia-
grams are expected to be of much
assistance to the German competitors
the unfailing remedy In such cases.of their cause."
Thousands of American women testify Round trip tickets will be nn snip
- v.i UU1 lllOilaction and keep the uric acid crystalsout of the blood and body. Try themO. G. Schaefer and Red Cross DrugStore. Adv.
Of course, this does not in anyMOMi.U, SEPTEMBER 8, 1013. to its virtue. Advsense represent the attrtude of the
American women themselves, unlessPUIJLICITV IS VALUAULE NORTH DAKOTA BAR MEETINGIt be that of those who are opposed PASSENGER AGENTS IN SESSIONMandan, N. D., Sept. 8. Many St. Paul, Minn., Sept. 8. The for--
during the many meets planned pre
vious to the Olympic games. It is
also possible that moving pictures
may be taken of some of America's
best athletes and the films taken
abroad for study and tremonstration.
It appears certain that an Ameri-
can athletic trainer will be engaged
prominent representatives of the bench
and bar were present here today at annual convention of the Am
daily, commencing June 1 to Sep-
tember 30, 1913, good to return
up to and including Oct. 31, 1913.
(Pueblo . . $11.90
rare for round trip Colo. So'ds SI3.70
erican Association of Passengerthe opening of the annual meeting of Agents met in this city todav with anthe North Dakota Bar association attendance of members renresentins
to suffrage altogether. For if the
latter had arranged for Mrs. Pank-hurst'- s
coming on the terms indi-
cated in the announcement quoted
abov, they could not have hit upon
a surer method of bringing disfavor
upon equal suffrage in this country.
The "wheels of the cause" may be
"greased" by the application of mili-
tant policies here, but they will be
reversed and started swiftly upon the
President. W. H. Stutsman of this cityto direct the work of the German ath the leading railroad systems of the
The Santa Fe New Mexican, which
is the mouthpiece of the rejuvenated
Aucent City, expresses editorially its
approval of the plan of the San Diego
boosters for advertising the ocean to
ocean trail and the cities located
fliiniif its route. In doing so the New
Mexican only reflects the sentiment
of the city, as several hundred feet
of film were taken, in Santa Fe last
week. In Albuquerque an even great
called the gathering to order and de rnited States and Canada. The gathlivered the opening address. The ses
ering was called to order by A. W.sions will continue over tomorrow. 1'iitot of Jacksonville, Fla., division
letes In preparation for the Berlin
Olympic meet, but no decision regard-
ing the holder of this important posi-
tion has been reached. The members
of the commission have talked with
a number of prominent college and
(Denver, . . $16.60 I
HOW'S THIS passenger agent of the. Atlantic Coastline. At the conclusion of the convendownward way to defeat if any sub We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
stantial encouragement be given by tion tomorrow night a majority of the
members and their wives will depart
ward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured bv Hall's Catnrrhathletic club trainers and have others
still to interview. It is possible that Cure. on a trip to the Yellowstone NationalF. J. CHENEY & CO, Toledo. O. park.
ve, tne undersigned, have known
the final decision and offer will-n- ot
be made until the members return
to Germany and consult with other F. J. Chenev for th ;inst is voar Facina a Serious Prnnneitinn
Tickets are first class good for stop
overs in either direction within final
limit. For fares to other points, please
call at ticket office.
D. L. BATCHELORU Agent
and believe him perfectly honorableofficials of the Olympic commission. The man or woman who nna virinnvin an ousmess transactions nnrl fin.
trouble Is faclnir a Rerlonsancially able to carry out any obligalions made bv his firm. where grave complications readily fol-low neglect. Folev Kldnp-o- pnia
representative American women to
Mrs. Pankhurst and her methods.
The American public will not tolerate
them and it would be suicidal for
American women tp lend any marked
degree of favor to militancy, ff even
the mildest sort.
Individual American women who
go to England and lend their voices
to the harrigan cries and the female
hooliganism that emanate from suf-
fragette headquarters do not repre-
sent anybody but themselves, so far
as their Americanism is concerned.
Their conduct is in keeping with the
sentiment of the suffrage leaders in
NATIONAL BANK OP COMMERCE,
Toledo. O.
er outlay was made for movie ad-
vertising.
It is a matter of regret that the
Ix'ard cf directors of the Commercial
tiub w;,a unaEle to get a quorum Sat-
urday evening for the purpose of au-
thorizing thp expenditure of a portion
f the club', advertising fund for the
making and displaying of moving pic-
ture films (nictlng the advantages ol
Las Vegas as a stopping point for
tourists and possible investors. Of
course, the notice was short. The San
Diego people should have notified the
club of their coming and thus made
it possible for the necessary arrange-
ments to have been made before their
arrival.
But, regardless of the cause. Las
an honest curative medicine that once
taken into vour svsteni
Task Was a Big One
Some idea of the task that faced
the title winner and the members of
the tournament committee at the re-
cent tennis championships at New-
port is gained by a study of the "tour-
nament card. In the singles compe
Hall's Catarrh Pure is tiiken infpr. health and strength. O. G. Schaefer'filly, acting 'directly upon the blood
ana Keel Cross Drug Store. Adv.ana mucous surfaces of the system eTVTFrw-JT.fmTv....- r ,Jestlmonials sent free. Prip 7f .1. w.. r ma.
tition there were 148 entries, and al cents per bottle. Sold by all Drug- -
fists.though the tourney was favored bv TV--- Hull's Ffimiiy pills for ennstip
ation. Adv.almost continuous fair weather It re-
quired eight days of play to evolve the
winner, in all 406 sets were playedLondon, and apparently of the rankand file of those devoted to "the WISCONSIN STATE FAIR OPENS
Milwaukee, Wis., Sept. S. Withcause" in England, nut when forVegas will not appear in the views f 1 f 1 nil f V,T A CTAlk aV ,1 , ...eign agitators come here arid entaken along the ocean to ocean hitch practically every available foot of exhibition space occupied, the Wiscon
way, while Santa Fe, Albuquerque deavor to substitute their incendiar-ism and Amazonian tactics for the sin State fair was opened today, nand other cities of the state will loom RED CROSS DRUG CO O. G. SCHAEFER.
and the aggregate games exceeded
4.000. ' In addition there were 25
matches defaulted, which. In several
cases, permitted extra matches to be
pla"ed the Fame day. Maurice E.
McLoughlln, the winner of the cham-
pionship, in his play through for the
title, met seven opponents, playing
22 sets, consisting of 190 games. In
these seven matches he won 21 and
peaceful and steadily successful poli
der promising conditions. The dis
play of machinery and manufacturesup
with adequate representation.
cies of American women suffragists..Would It not "be a good plan for the live stock and products of farm, orthat is an entirely different matter.Commercial club to create a commit chard and dairy has "never been exmey will probably find a cold weltee clothed with authority to nass celled here. A harness meeting uncome extended them. Certainly thevupon similar matters in the future? CAPITAL PAID INder the auspices of the Great Westernshould be made to understand verySuch a method would be an improve
ment over the old one now in use 1100,000.00 A A4ttms.L urp-- uemphatically that they will not bepermitted to Jeopardize the prospects XCIwu; i5o.ooo.ooTHE ONLYwhich requires the gathering together . JT"- ' ...of American suffrage by their an- - NICHOLAS IS
ACTOR
- ior i tie large hoard of directors, a task arcnistic propaganda.that is difficult under short notice OF HIS RACEThe New Mexican's editorial Is as
follows: FIESTA IN MEXICO CITY
City of Mexico, Sept. The MexOne of the really Important tliines J. M. Cunningham, Presidentican capital forgot her troubles n.that is before the people of the west frank riprtnger. D. T. Hosklns, Cashier.
K. S. Lewis. Ass't. Cash.day and all classes and nationalitiesJoined with the Spaniards in the i.
is the matter just now of the best
methods of getting the attention of
the balance of the country turned this
I-
- A S V. E G Aebration of their great holiday, Cova- -
donga. There is no fiesta in the cnl.way. Interest PeJd On Time DepositsThe party of San Diego boosters endar of this republic that Is morepopular. Even the great national feastwho are hfcra can and will do a very days of the Mexicans do not surpassvery great deal In this, and Santa Fe
lovdaonga in general interest. Aamust be in the picture. LASVEGASSAVINGS BANKthe Spanish colony is the largest ofWe have heard 'it Intimated that the foreign organizations and includesinasmuch ap there were to be so many
many men of great wealth, there iscities taken on the trip that it might
no shortage of funds.be a scattering of shot and the bene
fit might not be great, after all. Elaborate entertainment was nro- -
vided for all today. Games, athleTake our own individual cases. If CAPITAL STOCK . $30.00000
Office With the San Miguel IVational Bank
tics, fireworks, free theaters and the
gathering of the colony's beauty com-
bined to attract large crowds to the
Tivoli del Ellsea, where the nrincinal I Wrn, O. HAYDONevents of the program were held. In
we are looking at pictures it is not
6o much a matter of the number as
the material which composes them
and If they offer anything out of the
way and novel those are the ones
that stay in our memory and of which
we think afterward, and if some day
we are contemplating a trip, the
thought comes back to U3 of the pic-
tures we saw once on the serpen,
snd to see the things in reality there
addition there was a special mass at
the Cathedral, said by Archbishop
H. W. KELLY
D. T. HOSK1NS
President
Vice President
TreasurerMora In person. In the afternoon a
special hull fight, was given at which
cf the most beautiful women of INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS
.he Spanish colony presided as queens. TRAINED RUSSIAN BEAR WITH BARNES' CIRCUS. D
LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 8, 1913. THREE
COUNTY COMMISSIONERSBIG LINE HORSES AT SYRACUSE No. 900G, El Independiente, Pub.
Syracuse, X. Y.. Sept. 8. Today school teachers' notices, $2. .
marked the opening of the grand cir No. 9007, Pablo Jaramillo, interpret
er, justice of the peace court, $2.cuit race meeting at the New York
state fair, and every indication pres-
ages it will prove as successful as the
No. 9008, El Independiente, 3 mer
chandise license books, $5.
next one saysr "My piece Is very
much too small, Just pass it to Mist
B ." This makes loads of fun and
opening the parcels adds zest to the
"occasion. It Is well to have an appro
priate sentiment written on the donor's
card to be read aloud. Handkerchiefs
And stockings may be rolled and con
cealed' in tissue paper with fringed
ends and so look like the snapping
motto favore so popular at all social
functions; the ribbons tied around
each one and all put within the pie.
most optimistic can expect. All the 6J0Oleading stables and jockeys that have No. 9009, El Independiente, pub. pro.J. P. and C .election, $75.05.
No. 9010, Rosenthal Fur. Co. repairs,been following the big 'line this sum
MASONS MEET IN GRAND CANYON
Phoenix, Ariz., Sept. 8. Unprece-
dented in the history of Masonry In
this country is the Initiation session
of the Arizona Masons, which was
opened today in the famous Grand
Canyon of the Colorado. This morn-
ing a candidate was Initiated into the
first degree of the order at the Bot-
tom of the canyon. At a point half-
way to the rim the second degree was
conferred this afternoon. Tomorrow
the initiation is to conclude with the
third 'degree work at the Hopl House,
on the summit. The unique program
ha3 attracted high degree Masons
from many parts of the country.' ,
shades in court housed $10.25.mer are here, also hundreds of the
rank and file of turf devotees. The No 9011, Rosenthal Fur. Co. 2
card is one of the best offered on shades for court house, $11.5).
Accounts Rogers Kidnaping Case.
It appearing to the board that certain
moneys were advanced and other ex-
penses incurred through the offices cf
the district attorney and the sheriff
of this county, in sending out deputy
sheriffs with searching parties and for
telegrams and telephones, provisions,
etc., and for services performed In the
Rogers kidnaping case and that such
accounts have been due and unpaid
for some time,' upon consideration
thereof and with the advice of the
district attorney,
It Is ordered that the following ac-
counts stand approved and they are
ordered paid out o fthe general defi-
ciency fund of said San Miguel coun-
ty upon warrants to be Issued by th8
clerk upon the treasurer thereof, to-
wit:
C. W. G. Ward, $41.
Felipe Guerin, $8.
Anastacio Lobato, $8.
Tuesday, January 7, 1913.
The board met pursuant to adjourn-
ment.
Present the same county commis-
sioners, clerk and interpreter as of
yesterday. The record of the proceed-
ings of yesterday read, approved and
signed in open session.
Accounts Rogers Kidnaping Case.
It appearing to the board that certain
accounts were incurred In Colfax
and Mora counties respectively in the
Rogers kidnaping case through the of-
fices of the respective sheriffs there-
of, and that demand has been made
by said officers that they be reim-
bursed for such expenses, upon con-
sideration thereof and a motion duly
carried,
It is ordered that the clerk draw
his respective warrants upon the treas- -
No. 9012, Rosenthal Fur. Co., ja't
payment chairs for court house, $284.
No. 9013, Roman Gallegos, ex. Stat?
vs. Lflcero, $4
No. 9014, Roman Gallegos, ex.. taking
the big circuit this season. Nineteen
events are scheduled for the five days
with $24,900 offered for trotters and
$15,200 to be divided among the win-
ning pacers. The big feature of the
week will i be the $10,000 empire state
purse for the 2:14 trot..
G. Carlton to insane asylum, $3.
Unique Wedding Anniversary.
At the celebration of the fortietl
wedding day interesting decorations
on the dining room table either side oi
the wedding cake were small doils
dressed in costumes which were exaci
reproductions of the bridal appare
worn by the bride and bridegroom or
their wedding day. 'Every one was sc
delighted in comparing fashions, anc
a daughter of the couple wore hei
mother's wedding gown, as the bride
of 40 years could not get into It.
The place cards bore pictures of the
No. 9015, Roman Gallegos, ex. taking
Martin Romero to insane asylum, $3.
No. 0016, Roman Gallegos, for teleAdenoids are a Menace to ChildrenArt mi olds result from a succession
phone, $14.35.
No. 9017, Roman Gallegos, Postage
and box rent, $4.
of colds in babies and young children.
Tbev spoil the mental and physical
life of a child. The condition that
causes them may easily be avoided by
careful Daren'ts. Quickly and thor
user of San Miguel county, New Mex
ico, payable from the general deficien
cy fund to, J. H. Jenkins, deputy sher
oughly cure all colds and throat Irri
CAUGHT A BAD COLD
"Last winter my son caught a very
bad cold and the way he coughed was
something dreadful," writes Mrs. Sa-
rah E. Duncan, of Tipton. Iowa. "We
thought sure he was going into con-
sumption. We hought Just one bottle
of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy and
that one bottle stopped his cough and
cured his cold completely." For sale
by all dealers. Adv.
YOUNG PEOPLE IN CONFERENCE
Toronto, Ontario, Sept. 8. Enthus-
iasm appeared to be the key-not- e at
the opening here today of the second
Doihinion-wld- e conference of the An-
glican Young People's Association,
which is the official young people's
society of the church in Canada. Sev
iff, Springer, X. M., $64.50; Eugene
Emigrant Party.
This was a most amusing entertain-
ment given at a seaside place at the
little clubhouse built out over the
'cater. '
The invitations read: "All Aboard
for the 'Manor' Dock. Come in 'Emi-
grant' Costume; August Eighth at
Eight O'clock. t
"Refreshments fifty cents."
The cards were limited, to a coterie
who were well acquainted and as the
parting of the waye was near, every-
one entered most heartily Into the
scheme. The couple who attracted a
great deal of attention was a man and
his wife who appeared as Dutch peas-
ants, including wooden shoes. "Pad-
dy" from "Cork" and "Sweet Kitty,"
his colleen, were hailed with delight
Prizes were awarded to a family o!
tations by the use of Foley a Honey
and Tar Compound, and adenoids will
not. develon. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Roy, deputy sheriff, Roy, N. M., $4y
honored guests taken at the time oi
the original wedding and ones of to-
day, under which was written "Fortj
Years After." A picture of the first
home and the present one were also or
the card. It is needless to say the
guests were much pleased to have
these valuable souvenirs. The boxes
containing wedding cake bore the date
of the wedding and the present date.
Such payments being made upon andCross Drug Store. Adv. with the advice of the district attor
No. 9018, Roman Gallegos, for fuel,
county jail, $25.'
No. 9019, Roman Gallegos, boarding
county prisoners, $171.75.
No 9020, Charles Ilfeld Co., station-
ery county treasurer and collector,
$5.40.
No. 9021, Charles Ilfeld Co., station-
er, county treasurer and collector,
$36,15.
No. 9022, Charles Ilfeld Co., 12
teachers registers, $6.
ney
Fractional Bond E. Rosenwald.MAY ISSUE SHORT TERM NOTES
No. 9023, Optic Pub. Co., cuts rep- -
eral thousand delegates, representing
Anglican churches from coast to
coast, are attending the sessions,
Baton Rouge, La., Sept. 8. The
Louisiana legislature convened in
special session today,-pursua- to the
call of Governor Hall. The principal
purposes of the session are to make
arrangements for the payment of the
state bond issue which matures Jan-
uary 1, and for the filling of the va-
cancies In the United States senate,
pending the holding of an election for
that purpose.
emblem, $14.
Anastacio Lobato, $6.
Lorenzo Delgado, $58.20.
Secundlno Romero, $30.
'Bills Approved. -
The following bills and accounts
against the county of San Miguel hav-
ing been presented to the board, the
same were examined and approved
and the clerk is directed to issue his
respective warrants upon the treas-
urer of said county in payment there-
of, to-wi-t:
No. 9045, Red Cross Drug Co., med.
for county jail, $2.
No. 904C, Eugenio Romero, treasur-
er and collector, stat. for Co. Tr. and
col. $96.10.
No. 9047, C. W. G Ward, Rogers
kidnaping case, $41.
No. 9048, Felipe Guerin, Rogers kid-
naping case, $3.
No. 9049, Anastacio Lobato, Rogers
kidnaping case, $14.
No. 9050, Lorenzo Delgado, Rogers
kidnaping case, $58.20. '
No. 90.51, Secundlno Romero, Ro-
gers kidnaping- case. $30.
TJpon motion, it is ordered that the
board do now adjourn until Saturday,
No. 9024, Optic Pub. Coi, pub. torn.which will continue three days. Prom
proceedings. $48.90.inent among the listed speakers are
No. 9025, Deciderio C. de Baca, reSir James Whitney, the Very Rev
pairs court house and jail, $27.10.Dean Abbott of Hamilton, and the
No. 9026, Gilbert Guerin, haulingBishops of Niagara and Toronto. Owinsr to the high rates for money
chairs court house to armory, etc. $4.
It appearing to the board that un-
der a resolution passed on December
3, 1900 and recorded in book 7 page
5S5 and 586 of the proceedings of coun-
ty commissioners of San Miguel coun-
ty certain judgments, etc., were ex-
changed by E. Rosenwald for county
bonds in the sum of $1510.38 and that
a fractional bond or credit memoran-
da was issued for the $10.38 the same
being a fractional part over tile $1500,
now upon motion duly made and car-
ried,
It is ordered that the treasurer of
San Miguel county be and he Is aut-
horized and directed to take up and
pay the said credit memoranda for
$10.38 together with the Interest
thereon to the said Emanuel Rosen-
wald, the same to be paid from the
interest fund of said county of San
Miguel.
Reports, Receipts, etc.
Practical and Seasonable.
So many requests have come to me
for simple but well balanced menue
for stag affairs. I think these two very
good; precede the second one with
watermelon and cantaloupe balls ir
glasses, slightly sugared, and a few
drops of sherry poured over them an
hour before serving. Keep on Ice.
Consomme and Bread Sticks.
Salmon CroqueUi-- Sauce Tartare.
French Fried Potatoes.
Koast Beef, Brown Gravy.
Stowed Tomatoes,
Potatoes.
Grape Jam. Ciiipped Pears.Parker House Kolls.
Fruit Ice.
Tomato Salad. Cheese Balls. Sandwiches
Peach Mousse. Cake.
Coffee. Bonbons.
Beefsteak. Creamed New Potatoes.
Tiny Radishes.
Spiced Figs. Apricot Marmalade.
Tiny Baking Powder Biscuit.Tomato Salad. Wafers.
Peaches and Cream. Tiny Sponge Cake.Coffee.
that have prevailed since the legis
No. 9027, Juan Silva, interpreter to
county commissioners, $4.
Russian Jews, who were most realis-
tic, carrying great rolls and bags, with
a bird cage and a baby which was a
large doll.
The grand march was formed and all
passed before the Inspector, who gave
a clean bill of health. Refreshments
consisted of sandwiches, iced coffee,
doughnuts and pie served just as such
things are found In a country station;
a counter and benches had been ar
ranged with tall diehes of fruit; plates
of sandwiches, alternating with "fried"
cakes and pie; hot tea or coffee, alsc
Ice cream could be ordered.
Card tables were provided for those
who wished to play, and there was a
jolly dance. The possibilities of this
plan are great and such an affair could
be utilized by a church society or club
as a means of making money.
Flags of all nations would make an
appropriate decoration.
No. 9028, Frank J. Gehring, repairs
fire line to reel court house, 'etc., $12.10
No. 9029, Mt. St. T. and T. Co., phone
rent court house, $16. v
No. 9030, Nick Hilgers, moving safe
etc, to clerk's office, $7.50.
No. 9031, Agua Pura Co., water rent, January 11th, at 2 o'clock p. m.
lature authorized the marketing of
the new bonds it has been found im-
possible to sell the securities on the
basis provided. The new issue of
bonds was to have been for fifty years
beating 4 per cent interest. The
board of liquidations was not auth-
orized to change these terms or to
sell the pledges at less than par.
Despite every effort it was found im-
possible to dispose of the bonds. It
is expected the legislature will author-
ize the issuance of short term notes
at such rate of interest as is neces-
sary to secure the money. The issue
will be for $11,108,000. As an amend-
ment of the constitution of the state
probably will be necessary to advance
the interest; rate, a constitutional con-
vention will be called by the assem
"Letter" Game.
The following reports, receipts,Thie is a very old game, but I have
etc., after being presented, examined
: - : FIDEL ORTIZ, ,4
Attest: Chairman.
LORENZO, DELGADO, Clerk.
Saturday, January 11, 1913.
The Board met at 2 o'clock p. m.
pursuant to adjournment
Present the Bame county commis
and approved the same were ordered
"Cobbler" Game for Wee Tots.
Here is something the little kiddies
will enjoy: Tell one of the children to
no doubt that It will be new to many,
and I am sure those of us who knew It
In our youth will be glad to renew the
acquaintance! Any number of players
filed in the office of the clerk, towit:
$25. M - L ; - "
No. 9032, Romero Mer. Co., merchan-
dise for county prisoners, $4.10.
No. 9033, Martin Delgado, 2 brooms
for county Jail, .80.
No. 9034, T. Foster, painting and
court house, $200.
No. 9035, J. C. Johnsen and Son,
furniture, court house $50.
No. 9030, Mo. Val. Bdg. and Iron
Co., Galllnas river bridge, $738.33.
No. 9037, Antonio Gallegos, fees,
constable, precinct No. 5, $2.15.
call himself the "cobbler" and sit on
the floor, while the other join hands Statement of liquor lienses byGallegos, sheriff, for December,may participate.
'
The one whp proposes the game ex
plains that the letter chosen must be
sioners and clerk as of January 8,
1913.
and dance around him. The cobblei
says : v 1912, $1152.
Statement of liquor licenses receivgin the answer to the question; for
instance, suppose the letter "A" i ed by treasurer, Eugenio Romero, for
"Now Is the time to try on the
shoes," and at once, but without leav-
ing his seat, reaches for the feet ol
one In the ring while the players, who
bly, December, 1912, $1152.agreed upon and the leader says "men-tion the name of an American city be-
ginning with "A," (Atlanta); a for Statement of poll taxes received bymust not let go of hands, endeavor toWhen the bowels feel
nnd vnn miss the exhilarating eign city, (Amiens); an American treasurer, Eugenio Romero for Decern
ber, 1912, $84.60.
No. 9038, Gross, Kelly and Co., ac-
count Canon del Agua and merchan
dance out of his reach. If one is
caught he, or she, becomes the cob
Tne healing demulcent qualities of
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound are
not duplicated in any other medicine
for coughs and colds. Any substitute
offered you is an inferior article. Re-
fuse t oaccept it for it can not produce
the healing. and soothing effect of Fo-
ley's Honey and Tar Compound. In-
sist upon the genuine, which contains
no opiates. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
FISHCULTURISTS IN CONVENTION
Hoston, Sept. 8 The men who com-
mune wtih nature in the trout pools
and on the gleaming rapids, and who
know what the depths of the lakes
and the ponds on the prairie contain
who can propagate fish in the sand
hills and raise camp on green corn
assembled In Boston today for
the forty-thir- d annual meeting of the
American Fisheries society. Gover-
nor Foss and Mayor Fitzgerald wel-
comed the members at the opening
session this morning. For three days
the society will discuss Atlantic sal-
mon, the oyster industry, fish refuges
and fish passes, recent progress In
oceanography, and a variety of kindred
subjects.
Nearly all of the members of the
fisheries society will take part in the
annual meeting of the National Asso-
ciation of Fish and Game commission-
ers, which will begin a three days'
session here tomorrow. J. M. Acklen
of Tennessee will preside over the
meetinb An important feature will
be a public hearing on the killing of
migratory birds by Dr. T. S. Palmer,
acting chief of the United States bu-
reau of biological survey. The hear-
ing will be relative to the. proposed
federal regulations upon the killing Of
migratory birds. An opportunity will
be given to sportsmen to state their
views, particularly with reference, to
the new sunset and sunrise
''
river, (Alabama); a mineral, (amefeeling that always follows a copious
bler. dise $55.76.thyst); a vegetable (artichoke); an
animal, (ape) ; an article to be worn,
Receipt No. 79 from Martin Delgada,
treasurer town of Las Vegas, Districts
morning operation, a dose or uniti-BIN- E
will set you right in a couple
nf hnnrs Tf taken at bedtime you No. 9039, Henry Goke, merchandise
The record of the proceedin-r- s of
January 8, 1913, read, approved and
signed.
Bills Approved.
The following bills and accounts on
file against the county oj San Miguel
having been fully considered, checked
and examined, the same are approved
and the cleric la dircted to issue his
several warrants npon the teasurer of
San Miguel county, in payment there-
of, to-wi-t:
No. 9052, Juan Gallegos, quarantine
officer, $45.
No. 9053, Optic Publishing Co., bal
Nos. 1 and 4, $2485.22.
, Apolonio B. Sena, quarantine, $11.80get its beneficial effect after break
(arctics), etc.
Questions innumerable may be sug-
gested. MADAME MERRI. No. 5040, Charles O'Malley, wire andReceipt No. 78, from H. C. Smith,treasurer City of Las Vegas, school
Novel Shower Scheme.
This is a pretty way to present the
gifts to a bride at a shower If the ar-
ticles are small like hosiery or hand-
kerchiefs. Make a Jack Horner pie In
time fixing lights court house, $3.
No. 9041, Burr Faunce, work on newdistrict No. 2, $5927.91.
Bills Approved.
Link Buttons In Style. '
Link cuff buttons seem to be gainthe colors the hostess wishes to have
The following bills and accounts
presented against the county of San
and when dessert time comes (if the
occasion is a luncheon) ask each guest
to pull her ribbon and as the package
ing in fashion. They are even used
In the cuffs of coats. Very attractive
link buttons, made all of dull silver
iu handwrouglit design, are sold for
$8 a pair. More attractive links, with
silver settings about Russian blue
lots English and Spanish $411.50.Miguel were examined and approved
and the clerk Is directed to Issue war No. 9054, Geo. E. Morrison, hal.
fast next day. Price 50c. bold Dy
Central Drug Co. Adv.
SUIT OVER DEADMAN'S ISLAND
Ottawa, Ontario, Sept. 8 The suit
of the King vs. the Vancouver Lumber
company, involving possession of
Deadman's Island, a valuable piece
of property on the water front at
Vancouver, was called for hearing in
the Exchecquer court today. Annul-
ment of the lease to the island given
to the lumber company is sought on
the ground that the paper was never
regularly signed. The legal fight is
one of long standing. The property
orteinallv was Included in the military
Is forthcoming, each one has some
excuse to find like "This piece of pie
Is too large, please hand it to Mise
B " (the honored guest). And the
rants in payment thereof upon the June, July court house repair ac-
counts, $10.lapis lazuli, sell for $15
No. 9055, Geo. E. Morrison, bridges.
Villanueva. $505.20.
treasurer of said county, to-wi-t:
No. 8979 Antonio A. Gallegos, ssal
ary, as county commissioner, $224.
No. 8980, Atanasio Gonzales, W. A
B., $26.
No. 8981, Florentino Montoya, W. A
B., $4.
No. 9056, Geo. E. Morrison, services,
County vs Davidson case, $10.
No. 9057, Geo. E. Morrison, services.
Gallinas river bridge, $130.
No. 89S2, Vicente Villanueva, W. A. No. 9058, Geo. E. Morrison, services,reserve. In recent years the value of
Mora road, $10.
No. 9042, San Miguel National bank,
interest on note to date, $4.65.
No. 9043, J. H. Jenkins, Rogers kid-
naping case, $64.50.
No. 9044. Eugene Roy, Rogers kid-
naping case, $45.
Upon motion, It is ordered that the
board do now adjourn; until 2 o'clock
tomorrow afternoon.
FIDEL, ORTIZ,
Attest: Chairman
LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
Wednesday, January S, 1913.
The board met at 2 o'clock p. m.
pursuant to adjournment. ,
Present: Fidel Ortiz, chairman; J.
H. York, county commissioner; Lo-
renzo Delgado, clerk of the board.
Absent: Antonio A. Gallegos, coun-
ty commissioner.
The record of the proceedings of
yesterday read, approved and signed
in open session..
Bid for Old Iron Sol Jacoby.
A hid having heretofore been made
by Sol Jacoby to the board for the
old iron from the bridge which here-
tofore spanned the Galllnas river on
the property has increased several
million dollars. It is now sought by
two railway companies for use as
terminals. ,
culvert near Pecos river, (in place of
No. 8844), $10.
No. 9059, A. H. Lorenzen, repairs
tools for county, $6.25.
Upon motion, it is ordered that the
board do now adjourn subject to the
call of the chairman thereof.
FIDEL ORTIZ.
Attest: Chairman.
LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
DESPONDENCY
Is often caused by indigestion and
Pruritis a Severe:
Form of Eczema
B., $30.
No. 8983, Leonardo Lucero, W. A.
B.,' $2.
No. 8984, Atanacio Gonzales, W. A.
II., $2S.
No. 8985, Bias Flores, W. A. B $1
No. 8986, Celestino Montoya, W. A.
B., $90.
No. 8987, Fidel Ortiz, salary as coun-
ty, commissioner, $200.
No. 8980, Adelaido Tafoya, salary
as probate judge, $150.
No. 8989, John H. York, salary as
county commissioner, $200.
No. 8990, Lorenzo Delgado, clerk
constipation, and auickly disappears
when Chamberlain's Tablets are tak
en. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
A Method of Home Treat-
ment that is Very
Effective.
(To be Continued Tomorrow)BREAKS WORLD'S RECORDStatistics presented by the
News in its annual trade edition
of September 1 shows that the port
of Galveston established another new
Foley Kidney Pills cure obstinate
cases of widney and bladder trouble,
rheumatism and lumbaso, because
they remove the cause. You can not
tnk.B this honest curative medicine in--
boar dof county commissioners, $250. Bridge street and removed to the vic
inity of the Las Vegas power houseworld's record in cotton receipts
for
the season 1912-191-- in the Bum of $100 for the entire lot. to your system without getting the
No. 8991, Juan Segura, salary, guard,
county jail, $40.
No. 8992, Manuel C. de Baca, trans,
typ. Delin Taxes, 1911, $101.
risht results. Try them. O. G. Schaeor $5 per ton by weight and such bid
fer and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.having been fully considered, upon
Total receipts up to and Including
August 31 were 4,035,114 bales, ex-
ceeding by 143,419 bales the previous
record held by Galveston, established iu. 03, eupe uuenn,, fees asconstable, $8.90.
in 1906-07- , when a total of 3,891,695 No. 8994, Pablo Vigil, fees as jus
motion,
It is ordered by the board that the
said offer and bid of Sol Jacoby be
and the same is hereby rejected.
Typewriter Treasurer's Office.
Request having been made to the
tice of the peace, $6.70.il'IU" bales were received.
.'
Receipts of cotton at Galveston for No. 8995, M. F. Des Marais, salary,
i
fjm. : j
county school superintendent, $375,
the season 1911-1- were 3,727,95"
bales, exceeding the receipts of New
Orleans, the next highest port, by 2,--
No. 8996, M. F. Des Marais, services, board by the treasurer for a new
typewriting machine, upon motion,009,457 bales. Receipts for 1912-1- 3
exceeded the receipts of the next
In. exam, and jail, $22.
No. S997, M. F. Des Marais, Frt.
Sch. War. Books, $1.90.
duly made and carried,
It is ordered by the board that thehighest port by 2,595,155 bales, i No. 8990, Dolores Martinez, quar. treasurer of San Miguel county, New
Mexico, be, and he Is hereby authoriz
Mother of Eighteen Children
"I am the mother of eighteen chil-
dren and have the praise of doing
more work than any young woman in
my town," writes Mrs. C. J. Martin,
Boone Mill, Va. "I suffered for five
vears witth stomach trouble and could
not eat as much as a biscuit without
suffering. I have taken three bottles
of Chamberlain's Tablets and am now
a well woman and weigh 163 pounds.
I can eat anything I want to, rmd as
much as I want mi feel better than
I have at any time in ten years. I
refer to any one in Boone Mill or vic-
inity and they will vouch for what I
say." Chamberlain's Tablets are for
sale by all dealers. Adv.
Swellings of the flesh caused by in
flammation, cold, fractures of t.w?
bone, toothache, nei ral-i- a or
can be relicv. 1 bv P'-'t- i
BALLARD'S SX'iW I.'Nl '.' I " '. .
should bo well ruf'fl in ovrr V 3 1 t
affected. Its preat healiPar nnl t)
trating power rnr in, j.i a, t ,
swelling-an- restore- - imiV 1
lions. Price ?, rv vv ?' 1 rbottle. Sold by Ccn V) - '
Adv.
ed to purchase a new typewriter and
to exchange the old machine now us-
ed in the office of said treasurer, In
part payment for a new machine, or
There is probably no other remedy
bo well known as S. S. S. for the blood.
And for this reason it la the one rem-
edy Invariably called for in treating
prurltis and other skin diseases. But
there are many people who do not In-
sist iupon having S. S. S. and are easily
persuaded to try something else "just
as good," so they are told. If yourblood is thin; If your skin is Irritated
with eczema, lupus, tetter, psoriasis, or
any other blood humor; if you are
troubled with pimples or boils, do not
permit yourself to be talked Into buy-
ing something else, but insist upon
B. S. S. It is really a remarkable rem-
edy. It contains one ingredient, the
active purpose ot which is to stimulate
the tissues to the healthy selection ofIts own essential nutriment. And the
medical elements of this matchlessblood purifier are Just as essential to
well-balanc- health as the nutritious
elements of the meats, grains, fata and
sugars of our daily food. Thene facts
are brought out in a highly interest-
ing book on skin diseases, compiled bythe medical department of the Swift
Specific Co., 184 Swift Bids., Atlanta,Ga. It is mailed free, together with a
special letter of advice, to all who are
struggling with a blood disease.
to make sale thereof, as he may con
sider to the best advantage. ,
Reports, Receipts, etc.
This vast amount of cotton was
handled by Galveston, over her
syharves without taxing the capacity
of the port and its terminal facilities.
Galveston with her four miles of
wharves,' protected by modern and in
most cases fire proof sheds, can take
care of over one million bales of cot-
ton at .one time without taking into
consideration her concentrating and
storage facilities.
As a
'
spot market .Galveston has
maintained her standing as one of
the leading markets of the south. For
the year the average quotations show-
ed cents.
guard, 18 days, $27.
No. 8999, Pedro Ortiz, Clean, court
room, etc., $9.75.
No. 9000, Solomon Ortiz, court house
janitor, $10.
No. 9001, Pablo Vigil, fees as justice
of the peace, $4.
No. 9002, Refugio Esqulbel, jailer,
month of December, $50.
No. 9003, M. A. Sanchez, postage,
telephone rent, etc., $3.15.
No. 9004, E, Rosenwald and Son,
part payment, carpet contract, $200.
'No. 9005, Antonio Gallegos, con-
stable, $2.75.
Eugenio. Romero, treasurer and ex--
officio collector of the county of San
Miguel, state of New Mexico presented
fTfiHIS is one of the large shapes which are again the rage in Paris, tt
jjj 1b turned up at one side and under the brim there is a cluster of
shaded roses. A length of blackvelvet ribbon is passed under the chin
and fastned under the roses at one side. Nearly all the new picture
hats show strings, either of velvet rib'jon or soft satin. These strings give
an d appearance to a simple hat and they are, for the greater part,
becoming.
his monthly report as such treasurer
for December, 1912 and the same after
being read and examined was ordered
filed in the office of the clerk.
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ill if nnnuuurr
.WING IS HER nun unuiiiHmuLTO WORK A WEEK
INSTEAD OF A
DAY
CONTINGENT FUND
FOR THE USE
OF BOARD
WASHINGTON NOT
IN ACCORD if 11 1!
CHARGE?
(Continued from Page One)
I walk five miles an hour, and keep
that up as steadily as clock work. 1
don't need to know distances, nor to
ask how far I have walked in a
strange town. I say: "It took me an
hour and ten minutes. That isn't Quite
tix miles then."
Here in Chicago when I walk I look
at my watch when I start out,' walk
half or three-quarte- rs of an hour, and
then turn around and come back again.
I always go alone, partly because no
one's tait is exactly like mine, and
REMEDY F0
ALL ILLS
IS TO COME UP
WEDNESDAY
(Continued From Page One.)DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
CREATES REVENUE BY CHARG-
ING $1 EXAMINATION FEE
MARGARET ILLINGTON DISCOV-
ERS EXEFXISE IS THE BEST
PHYSICIAN
Having exhausted the speculative
possibilities of the market, traders,
turned their attention to grain and
cotton, where speculation was active.
Prices of the well known stocks ruled'
from y2 a point to a point under Sat-
urday's close. Part of the morning's
advances in various specialties were
obliterated when the general tendency
became downward.
The market closed easy. Aside from
a rise in New Haven to 92 Vfc, specula-
tive interest continued dormant in the
closing hour, scarcely any of the re-
cognized leaders varying more than an
cognized loaders varying more than
y either way. A block of $100,000
advance of V2. The last sales were:
Amalgamated Copper 77
Sugar t 110
Atchison
,
93
Northern Pacific 111
Reading .160
Southern Pacific 90
Union Pacific . ..150
United States Steel 62
United States Steel, pfd 10S
GOOD ROADS BOOSTERS AWAKEN
AND PROMISE TO DO SOME-
THING WORTH WHILE
The plans for Good Roads day will
ho limilly settled on today b ya comit-te- e
of local business men who have
decided to give an impetus to the
movement for better roads. This
morning a party of business men and
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president
of the New Mexico Normal University,
has returned from Santa Fe, where
he attended last week the two days'
session of the state board of educa-
tion. A large number of life and five
whatever, was the substance of a res-
olution adopted today at a meeting
of the constitutionalist board of ad-
visors at Piedras Negras.
The resolution denounced what they
called the "attempt of the Huerta gov-
ernment to deceive the American peo-
ple regarding the ability of Manuel
Zamacona to act as mediator in ar-
ranging an armistice."-
partly,- too, because when two people
are together they get to talking and
lag behind the pace they meant to
set, and the, first they know they are
tired and sit down to rest, and the
good of the walk is lost.
So I alwa'3 go alone. I put my
heart, and soul into it, I walk right
out as if I were co'mg to conquer the
world, and the amazing part of it is
that in ten minutes I feel as if I could.
preserved by any process. It must not
have been handled by any persons
suffering from infectious or contagi-
ous diseases, and must have been pre-
pared for the market in clean, light
and sanitary buildings, free from dirt.
Cattle furnishing dairy milk must be
kept in wholesome surroundings, and
care must be taken regarding the feed
and water given them.
Temperature of Milk
Milk, as soon as drawn from the
cow, must be reduced to the tempera-
ture of 50 degrees. Before being bot
and three year certificates were grant- - road booslers composed of Charles II--1
Walking is the- best sport, the best
tonic, the best exercise in the world,
and withal, the least expensive and
the easiest. Walking: is my doctor
a doctor I have with me wherever I
go. And marvel of marvels, a physi-
cian who never sends in a bill and
who guarantees absolute health all
the time, says Margaret Illington in
the Chicago Tribune.
And what a
.ioy.it is! If I have a
grievance against the world, in 13 min-
utes it ia gone; it absolutely vanishes
cd, and a number of. routine matters)
were brought up.
tled it must be kept in fly-pro- and
when I am walking along at a smart,
brisk pace. If I am tired and discour-
aged, walking is the cure-all- .
That isj to my mind, the wonder of
walking the inspiration and strength
which one derives from Nature, the
feeling that "God's in heaven, all's well
with the world."
With a feeling like that in one's
heart one can't help but do one's best
Work the rest of the day. One can't
help but be cheerful and happy.
people often sa yto me: "I suppose
you give up walking on matinee days.
When you have so nnu-h to do you
Huerta Aids Americans
Vera Cruz, Mex., Sept. Provision-
al President Huerta apparently meant
all he said when he declared on Tues-
day last that the Mexican .government
would furnish first class transporta-
tion for American refugees. It was an-
nounced at the customs house here
today that Americans may secure
money; sufficient to pay the difference
between the first class passage and
that provided by the United States
government through W. W. Canada,
the Ameican "consul at Vera Cruz.
It is nearly four years since I first
naturally have ':'H) out some
thing."
But that is li-- n! way I can play
--by taking my
put mo in proper
two perforii.a..--
morning walk to
physical shapo for the exactions two
performances impose on me.
When I go on my vacation I take
Perhaps the most, important action
of the board was a resolution calcu-
lated to .create an adequate con-
tingent fund for the use of the state
board. This resolution which will go
Into effect December 1, provides that
after that date teachers of the state
taking examinations for teachers' cer-
tificates will be required to pay a tee
of $1. ' The fee for a five year certifi-
cate was also raised from $3 to $!.
Under this resolution and existing
practices the fees for examinations
and' certificates after December 1
will he: For taking teachers' exami-
nation, $1; renewal of first grade cer-
tificate, $1 ; granting of a first grade
certificate on credits, $1 ; for granting
a three-year- s professional certificates,
$3; for granting a five-yea- r profes-
sional certificate, $5; and for grant-
ing a life certificate, $10.
This money will go into the contin-
gent fund for the use of the slate
board. Tt will be used for the print-
ing expenses of the board and to pay
the traveling expenses of the board to
and from the quarterly meetings of
the board. It is expected that about
$1,500 a' year will be raised in this
way, and this is just about the amount
needed.
This practice of charging fees for
teachers' examinations is followed in
many states, although until now it
never has obtained in New Mexico.
This action was necessary because of
an opinion by the attorney general
that under the constitution the cur-
rent school fund could not be used
to pay this expense, although previous
such wonderful long walks. Every
day it is 12 or 14 or 1G miles. And
Trevlno Causes Mystery
Mexico City, Sept. 8. The object
of General Geronimo Trevinos visit
to Mexico City is as much a mystery
today as ever. General Elanquet, the
minister of war, is authority for the
statement that General Trevino will
return to Monterey this week. In po-
litical circles it was stated General
Trevino's trip here will have great
significance in the politics of the
country. He probably will return to
to capital soon to fill an important
government post.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Sept. 8. Wheat eased off
today, inflonced by lower ca'bles.
Russian shipments were reported to
bo free and northwestern shipments
large. The market was quite nervous,
but trade was not impressive and
opening prices ranged from to
lower to a shade advance. Deferred
months suffered a small loss. The close"
was steady at a net gainof to
Belief that, rains were inadequate
and too late to afford much relief sent
corn higher after some hesitation at
the outset. The market opened
cent lower to higher and advanced
quite sharply. Although business .in
oats was light, prices hardened with
corn. Demand came from scattered
commission sources.
Provisions developed strength on ac-
count of an advance at the yards and
because of support from packers.
Heaviest transactions " were in lard.
The closing quotations were as fol-
lows:
Wheat, September 88; December
91; May 96;
Corn, September 76; December
73; May 75. . '
Oats, September ' 43; December
45; May 4S:.
Pork, January $20.37; May $20.45.
Lard, January $11.17; May $11.32.
Ribs, January $10.72; May $10.85.
Starting walking every day, rain or
Ehine, whether busy or unoccupied.
Then, four years aqo, I had a very se-
rious illness. And when, for the first
time, I was allowed out of the house,
I walked half a block. I was so hap-
py that I sat down and cried for sher"-Jo-
at being able to walk as far as
that without having to cling to a
friendly arm, cr worse yet, without
sinking down in pure exhaustion. It
was then, I think, that I Erst realized
the wonders and possibilities of walk-
ing. Before I had always1 looked upon
it as a convenient and necessary
means of getting from one place to an-
other. But from that- day I have
known' that it has a mental as well as
a merely material significance.
An athlete trains months in and
months out to put himself in perfect
physical condition for the one day of
contest. T'.ut I believe that walking
puts one's mind as well as body in per-le-
conidtion, too. It makes body
and mind a unit. It clears the brain
and makes haul, tiring work pos-
sible.
Every morning at about 12,' wherev
usually I am in the heart of the west
where the scenery and the air and the
clouds are positively intoxicating.
feld, William Springer, Charles W. G.
Ward, William Whalen and Mayor R.
J. Taupert hel da short consultation
concerning the pood Toads proposition
and, decided to settle upon definite
plans this afternoon.
It was predicted that new develop-
ments would be brought about this
afternoon when a committee compos-
ed of leading citizens and taxpayers
met with Iifeld and his fellow boost-
ers. ,.
The proposition of raising a big dust
in one day is not meeting with ap-
proval among the business men. The
general opinion is that -- a week should
be set aside for this work and that it
he continued at a hard pace during
this time. The money (hat might be
collected for the work on Good Roads
day could then be used to a' better
advantage and the roads could be re-
paired permanently instead of mere-1;- :
worked for one day.
There are a number of places be-
tween Las Vegas and Rowe that will
require the closest of attention to be
repaired properly and this cannot be
done in one day. , Repairs might be
made in one day, but they would be
only temporary and thus practically
nothing would have been gained and a
large sum of money that might have
been used to a better advantage would
be expended.
According to the statements of sev-
eral business men this morning the
meeting that was to be held late this
afternoon was for the purpose of set-
tling the road question by making the
proposition a week affair instead of
one day. Raton has worked this plan
to a good advantage. Instead of col-
lecting money to be used in one day
they have made one day each week a
good roads day, on which the roads
are worked. This plan has proved bet-
ter than the one day scheme,,
but might still be improved upon by
using a continuous week. Experts in
road building have made statements
that no long stretch of road can he
thoroughly repaired in one day and
this has been proved. The present
plan as announced this morning is
that on next Wednesday a party of
road boosters will take a trip over the
oad to Rowe and make an examina-
tion and then at the earliest possible
time the work on the road will be
started.
Subscribe for The Optic.
dust-proo- f receptacles, and must at no
time be allowed to exceed GO degrees
temperature. Bottles delivered at
houses where a quarantine is in exist-
ence shall not be returned to their
owner until the quarantine is lifted,
and then not until they have been
thoroughly sterilized.
Milkers are required to wear clean
clothing and must wash their hands
before beginning their task. The cows'
udders must be washed before milk-
ing is begun.
Standards
The following standards are estab-
lished:
For milk Butter fat three per cent.
Total milk solids by weight, including
butter fat, 12 per cent. For cream
Butter fat 15 per cent, by weight.
All milk and cream must be free
from dirt, pus, blood cells and dis-
ease germs. Milk containing less
than three per cent butter fat may
be sold for human food only when
labeled and sold as skimmed milk.
Cows In Corporate limits
Each keeper or owner of one or more
cows kept within the city limits shall
pay an Inspection fee to the milk in-
spector of $1 per year whether or not
he is engaged In selling milk or cream.
The inspector is authorized to issue
certificates to owners of cows found
to comply with the regulations of the
ordinance.
Milk or cream offered for sale which
does not comply with the standards
set by the ordinance, may be confis-
cated by the inspector. Licenses al-
so may be revoked for cause.
Drastic Punishment Provided
Any person offering for sale milk
or cream which does not comply with
the standards set by the ordinance
may be found guilty of a misdemea-
nor and may be punished by a fine
of not more than $100 for the first
offense and not more than $200 or by
imprisonment in the city jail for a
period not exceeding six months, for
subsequent offenses, or by both such
fine and imprisonment. The ordin-
ance is to take effect 30 days after
its adoption.
Havana, Sept. 8. Manuel De Zama-
cona, former Mexican ambassador to
the United States,- arrived here to-
day on the steamer Esperanza from
Vera Cruz. He immediately transfer-
red to the steamer Prince George,
bound for Key West.
MRS. RUSSELL SAGE IS 85
New York, Sept. S. Receiving con-
gratulations from friends throughout
the United States, and also from
abroad, Mrs. Russell Sage, widow of
the famous ' financier, today quietly
observed her eighty-fift- h birthday an-
niversary. Mrs. Sage is reported to
be in good health. Since the deah
of her husband she much
of her time to the numerous charities
and philanthropies in which she is
interested. Within the past few years
she has given to public institutions
er I am, I go out for my walk. I put
cn easy, comfortable clothes. Every- -
t' int must he loose and free. My
to statehood it was always paid outt' -- ss and slip hang from my shoul nearly $30,000,000. The largest of
her cifts was one of $10,000,000 forders, so there is nothing to constrain
the Russell Sage foundation for "the
improvement of social and living con
of this fund. However, the uses to
which the current school fund may
be put are expressly stated, and the
attorney general could find no author-
ity for its being used In that way.
The law creating the state board
me. And I never wear stays it isn't
at all necessary now that walking has
strengthened the muscles. My shoes
are low and comfortable, with low
ditions in the United States of Amer
heels. And then I pull on a little hat,
ica." Among her other contributions
were $2,500,000 for the Forest Mill
gardens, near Jamaica, u I.; $2,000,-00- 0
to the Presbyterian church and
school at Far Rockaway, $1,000,000 to
of education provides, however, for
the payment of the traveling exwhich fits snugly over my head and
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Sept. 8. Speculative in-
terest shifted to the minor stocks to-
day and representative shares in the
trading, revealed a yielding tendency.
Publication of the monthly cotton and
grain figures and expectation of de-
finite news on the tariff bill imposed
restrictions on business. When it be-
came clear that the standard issues
would not respond to the advance in
the specialties,, traders began to sell
more freely. Union Pacific broke
through 150, and Steel, Reading, New
York Central and Atchison also lost
about a point.
Particular influences were responsi-
ble for the increased Interest and In
a broader market for various special-
ties, especially the railroad equipment
stocks. These shares responded to
bullish sentiment of increase due to
Steel car demand. Bonds were
shields' my eyes from the sun. It
must be small and snug, for I never
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Kansas City, September 8., Hogs,
receipts 5,000. Market strong to 5
cents higher. Bulk $8.308.S0; hea-
vy $8.208.50; packers and butchers
$S.30'8.85; lights $8.308.80; pigs
$5.757.25.
Cattle, receipts 21,000. Market stea-
dy to strong. Prime fed steers $8.50
9; dressed beef steers $7.508.50;
western steers $6.257.90; southern
steers $56.60; cows $3.506.50:
heifers $4.508.75; stockers and feed-
ers $507.6: 'i.256.25; calves
.$5.5010.
Sheep, receipts, 13,000. Market
strong. Lambs $6.757.60; yearlings
$4.755.25; 'wethers f4.25ffi4.75:
ewes $3.504.10; stockers and feed-
ers $36.75.
the Rensselaer Polytechnic institute,
and $1,000,000 to the Troy Female
seminary of which Mrs. Sage Is a
graduate and where she taught before
her marriage.
wear hatpins they tire the head. A
pair of loose gloves and the cheap lit-
tle watch, which I always carry with
me on. my walks, and I am ready.
"When I am in a large city and the
parks are on the outskirts I take a
taxi to the park and then start walk-- j
penses, but after the attorney general
ruled as he did there was no funds
from which they could be paid. Hence
the necessity of creating the state
board contingent fund, which was
done by resolution.
The ruling of the attorney general
also cut off the money to pay the
readers of the examination papers,
amounting to about $1,200 a year,
and Mr. White now has to pay this
2ESS
lug there. But in the smaller towns
I start out from the hotel and walk 12thLAS VEGAS
FRIDAY, SEPT.
out of his contingent, fund of '$4,1?)0 a
Subscribe for The Optic.year. Inasmuch as this contingent
fund was set at $4,100 following a'The Show ThsfsDtferenf
careful computation of the expenses
for which it was used, the taking of
$1,200 a year out of it to pay readers
of examination papers, makes him
1W OnV PS,
'''",7"-
- i Winter 191344 sBIG o RING'WILD AfISVlAL X ami oil
short that much In this fund. How-
ever, there is no option given him
but to do the best he can until the
next legislature meets when It is hop-
ed to have the matter remedied.
Water Hearing
The hearing 'in the water, applica-
tion of James W. Norment for the
waters of the Santa Fe river is being
, : At A
'HQ
to the park and back again.
The first thing I do in a small town
is go up to a policeman and ask
where the park is.
"If you take the car marked A or
B," he will say.
"But I don't want a car, I'm going
to walk."
"0! Well,- then take a cab from this
stand and "
"But I want to walk?"
"Walk, Is It? Whatever for?"
And he looks at me as if he thought
I were demented. And that, seems to
be the consensus of opinion. Women
were made to ride in motors and cabs,
and if, poor things, thy can't do that,
why, then they must go ' in street
cars.
And the women themselves are
mostly to blame for this. They don't
I;now how to walk. They dally around
and drag one foofafter the other.
They walk in groups and stop to dis-
cuss fashions at each corner.
mi- - ea--S A ;0 - u son's Newest Creations of! concluded before the state engineer h4? v
Atoday. This is an adjourned meeting,
two other sessions having been held'.
Disbarment Proceedings
Disbarment proceedings were, filed
In the state supreme court Saturday
afternoon against A. B. Renehan of
Santa Fe, and the hearing on the
charges has been set for Saturday,
September 20, on which date the dis-
barment proceedings against J. E.
Wharton of Tucumcrarf will also be
held.
Paroled by Governor
Estevan Baldarama, convicted of
second degree murder from Otero
county, having served his minimum
...
AMD ''
Museum m
Stylish, Ready-to-We- ar Garments
Each garment carries with it the assurance that it is
correct in making, proper in taste and in every way fault
less whether it he at a small nominal price or a master
piece of the tailor's art worth forty dollars. No apology is
implied with our inexpensive garments; there is intrinsic
merit in every one. Years of experience with a large and
refined clientele have placed the standard of all our
merchandise beyond criticism.
WE SOLICIT YOUR PATRONAGE AND GUARAN-TE- E
COURTEOUS SERVICE, PROMPT DELIVERY
Now, when you play tennis, ...you
play H with all your might. You are
interested ia it as a sport. The same
Is true of golf. And exactly the same
Is true of walking. When I walk I
walk with till my heart and soul. I
swing my arms as a man does. I re-
lax and swing along exercising all
those muscles which are mos,t bene-
fited by walking.
W XfioJunofG sentence, was pardoned by Governor
William C. McDonald and went to
work for a local firm today. He nas
a wife and two children and because
of his excellent record in the peni
'ktentiary is believed to be on the roadto becoming a good citizen.
' Admitted to New Mexico,
The Milwaukee Mechanics Insur
Sensational acts.
3 BIG fflfi&SSAREKA
ffMDS CFMUSIC
7WOjPERFOMAArCS
1 10 Rib-Tickli- ng 1
ance company wa3 today admitted to
do business in the state of New
Mexico.
If you look at most women you will
pee how stiffly they hold themselves;
the torso is almost rigid, and they
take small, ladylike, mincing steps.
Now, if there ia one thing In the
world that I abhor it is masculinity
In a woman. And l I thought for a
.moment that it was mannish to walk
this way I should try and modify it.
"But it, is the only natural way to
--walk I throw out my chest, swing
my arms freely from the shoulder
"blades, and walk and bend from the
liips and not from the shoulders.
My steady pace is brisker than tb.it
of most, men, and i absolutely re
sular.
srs "Ths Store of Quality"Yellow complexion, pimples and dis-
figuring blemishes on the face or
the liver, which is torpid. IIERBINE If it's NEW
we Kolvc it
See our new
Gotge IIOct s
Clowns I
n
body can be gotten rid of by doctoring
E. Las Vegas. - - , .. N.Mfi 50 COMEBY ANIMALS
ia a powerful liver corectant. It purl-tie- s
the pystem, stimulates the vital
organs nnd puts the body in fine
condition. Price 50c. Sold by
Central Drug Co. Adv, S
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PERSONALS MANY TEACHERS
TO ATTEND
FITZSIilONS IS
READY TO MEET
A LECTURE THAT
WILL DE WORTH
HEARING
START A SAVINGS ACCOUNT NOW ,
Some day you're going to be mighty glad you did save or mighty
sorry you didn't which? It's ail up to you. You can start a sav-
ings account here with Sl.OO xny minute of your time.
n 4 PBR CENT INTEREST
EETIi RBETTCO
DR. ROBERTS WILL TALK TO-
NIGHT ON "THE HUMOR AND
PATHOS OF TRAVEL"
ALBUQUERQUE MAKING GREAT
PREPARATIONS FOR EDUCA-
TIONAL ASSOCIATION TP1
RESENTS COMMENTS OF "GEN-
TLEMAN JIM" AND PRO-
POSES BOUT
New York, Sept. 8. Bob Fitzsim- -
S'PEOPLES BANK t
CAPITAL .- - - $113,000.00
nons resents the recent statements
published over Jim Ccbett's name, in
which Corbett drags that old cham-
pionship battle fought n Carsjon out
Albuquerque, Sept. 8. Dr. D, R.
Boyd, of the state university; John
Milne, superintendent of Albuquerque
city schools; J. E. Goodell of the Al-
buquerque Business college; R. F.
Asplund, chief clerk in the office of
the superintendent of public instruc-
tion, and several other educators of
prominence, gathered today at the
Commercial club for the purpose of
of the forgotten past Corbett, whose
ISft li I.4
MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY
SWASTIKA COALcompleting preliminary arrangements
Tonight at the Duncan opera house
the third of the series of lectures and
entertainments being given for the
benefit of the Las Vegas hospital will
occur. Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts will
deliver his famous lecture, "Humor
and Pathos of Travel.''
This lecture is one that has been
given In a number of cities in the
southwest and also in the east. Dr.
Roberts. has in each city in which he
has appeared received the highest
praise as a lecturer. 'The hospital
board considers that it, has been for-
tunate in securing this excellent
speaker for its course.
It is expected that the attendance
at the opera house tonight will be
large. The lecture in itself is intense-
ly interesting; the subject assures
that fact. '
A number cf people who have pur
National League
St. Louis at Chicago.
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati; 2 games,
Brooklyn at New York.
Philadelphia at Boston; 2 games'.
.WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
MS ffW r1? F v ?''' fnf2)t at' 1. 1 Sn 0 Wi?American LeagueYork at Washington.New
memory evidently isn't as keen as it
might be regarding Carson, has dis-
covered at this late date that
was "o'ut"yin the sixth round.
Curiously, nobody saw it at, the time.
James also picks flaws in the solar
plexus punch, which left him noth-
ing to complain about on March 17,
1897.
But here's Bob Fitzsommons, roused
at last and coming right back in an
earnest endeavor to show Mr. Cor-
bett what he isn't, and never was.
Says Bob:
"Jim Corbett's attack en me after
his stage professions of friendship for
many years don't surprise me much.
When he was known as 'GenTTeman
Tim' before he fought me at Carson,
he showed his gentlemanly Instincts
in a little interview wo had at Green's
hotel.
"Jim was always a gcod sport. Just
before the fight at Carson he took
American Association
Toledo at Milwaukee.
Columbus at St. Paul.
Indianapolis at Minneapolis;
games.
Louisville at Kansas City.
two
' WM
E. H. Chandler of Denver is a guest
of the. Hotel Romaine.
C. C Davis of Kansas City, is in
Las Vegas on a brief business trip.
D. R. Carroll of Chapelle was a bus-
iness visitor in the city yesterday.
E. E. Brooksbank of Denver was a
business visitor In Las Vegas Hoday.
Chester Washburn of Albuquerque
Is a visitor in Las Vegas- - for a few
days.
Mr. and Airs. H. M. Harriet of Tul-
sa, Okla., arrived in the city last night
for a several days' visit.
Joe Machean la in Las Vegas for a
several days' stay on business from
his home at Pueblo, Col.
W. B. Charles came in yesterday
evening from his home at Watrous
for a short business visit.
J. E. Kraft, a well known dentist
of Albuquerque, was a business visit-
or In Las Vegas yesterday.
B. P. Robinson of Watrous drove
In this morning In his' automobile for
a short business visit here.
M. C. de Baca left last night, for
.Kansas City, Mo., where he will be
on business for several weeks.
C. D. Black of Mora came in Sat-
urday evening from his, home for a
short business visit in Las Vegas.
Colonel R. E. Twitchell left this
afternoon for Fort Sumner where he
will be on business for a few days.
John Rrunton of Shoemaker came in
this pfternoon from his home at that
place for a few days'' visit in Las Ve-
gas.
W. C. Reiser of Topeka, Kas., came
in Saturday evening and will remain
here for several days as a business
visitor.
Mrs. J. E. McMahon of Clovis came
in this afternoon for a few days' visit
with her daughters, who nre attending
the Normal University.
M. L. Stern, a well known business
man of Albuquerque came in yester-
day evening from the Duke City for a
several days' business visit.
Robert Aldrich and C. E. Abbott of
Springer left this morning in an au-
tomobile for Mora, where they will be
on business for several days.
Miss Ella Crawford of Pittsburgh,
Pa., is in Las Vegas and will be the
Iguest of Mr. and Mrs. William J.
Lucas for two weeks or 'more.
Mr. and Mrs. George Will'sonland
daughter of Chicago arrived ' in Las
Vegas yesterday afternoon and will
remain here for several days as vis-
itors.
Mrs. W. O. Lewis of Sulphur, Okla.,
left last night for her home at that
place after having been the guest of
her son, C. E. Lewis 01 this city, for
the past two months.
chased season tickets for this lecture
course seem to have the impression
that they are merely contributing to
a good cause and that it is not worth
while attending the various numbers.
This is not the proper spirit, as such
for the New Mexico Educational asso-
ciation meeting to be held here on
November 24, 25 and 26. Mr. As-
plund, secretary of the N. M. E. A.,
gave a detailed account of the reports
thus far received as to the prospects
for attendance at the meeftng. In the
opinion of Mr. Asplund the attendance
from outside
.points will total nearlj
1,000. This includes teachers, glee
clubs and bands. '
"From present indications the meet-
ing in November will be even more
successful than the one held in Albu-
querque last year," said Mr. Asplund
today. "The organization is getting
to be a big one and is assuming more
importance each year. We now have
703 members on the list. Nearly nil
are active members and with few ex-
ceptions will be here for the Novem-
ber meeting." ;
The committee this afternoon paid
particular attention, to the entertain-
ment program arranged 'for the gath-
ering of educators. t was proved last
year that the teachers enjoy sight-
seeing trips and motor rides and the
committee is determined to extend
hospitality this year on a larger scale
than ever before.
Jporcens are .iGiring themselves En-
tertainment of a high class. One of
Western League
St. Joseph at Denver.
Lincoln at Omaha.
Sioux City at Topeka.
Des Moines at 'Wichita.
National League
Cincinnati, Sept, 8. First game:
R.H.E,
the most discouraging features that Referee George Siler aside aud said
'Well, George, I don't envy you yourcan confront a lecturer is a lot of
empty seats. The man may be strong
in every way, but unless he is ad
position.'
'"Why not?' Slier asked. "No iodressing people instead of vacancy
the proper spirit cannot be put into
"I've paid $50 a seat for 50 boys
from the mission,' said (orbett. 'They
will sit close to the ring, and they
Pittsburgh ... 15 15 0
Cincinnati .2 7 '2the lecture. The lecture that will be
Batteries: Adams and Simondelivered tonight is one of intense won't stand to see me lose, Gebfe.'
"'Are you threatening me?' Slier'interest, and tllere is reason why the Ames, Packard, Harrington, Clarke,
attendance should be unusually large and Blackburn.
This is the case with all the other
asked.
"
'Oh, no,' said Corbett. 'But
wouldn't like to see any trouble.'attractions of the course. Persons In
other cities would be delighted with
the opportunity of hearing the men
'If you lose you lose, and if you
win, you win, said Siler shortly. 'I'm
Boston, Sept. 8. First game:
R. H. E.
Philadelphia . 13 16 0
Boston 0 3 6
Batteries: Seatori and Killifor;
Quinn, James and Whaling.
and women included in this list
"Home folks" should show the same f) J I
MM '"
spirit. - CALENDAR OF SPORTS FOR
THE COMING WEEK
there to see fair play, and your mis-
sion friends can't intimidate me.
George turned on his heel and came
straight to my camp and told me
about it. The sheriff appointed 50
deputies and placed them around the
ring to protect the referee. They were
all good Nevada men with six shoot
American Association
Minneapolis, Sept. irst game
Watch It"
Many a house has
been burglarized during
the brief time the po-
liceman was at the
other end, of his beat.
Houses provided with
electric light protect
themselves.
Let ut wire your house for
electric light and give you the
best burglar insurance obtain-
able at any price. Our service
is yours at minimum cost. '
Las Vegas Light &
Power Company
THAW HEARING HAY 4'
R. H. E.
Indianapolis ... 1 7 4
Minneapolis 3 6 0
LAST TWO YEARS
ers, and Corbett's mission friends
never moved from their seats.
"In that sixth round Corbett says he
knocked me down, He should have
been disqualified right there. He
CANADIAN OFFICIALS THINK AP
PEALS WILL FILL THAT EN-
TIRE PERIOD
Batteries: Merz and Casey; Patter-
son and Owens.
Western League
Topeka, Sept. 8.
Sioux City . .3
Topeka 4
Eleven innings.
threw me with a cross buttock. As
I rested on my knee he turned to SilerCoaticook, Que., Sept. 8. William
and said: 'Count faster, George.' TheTravers Jeromed stepped off the train
way I chased him around the ringfrom Montreal at noon, ready to ap- -
Monday
Opening of Grand Circuit meeting
at New York State Fair, Syracuse.
Opening of Great Western Circuit
meeting at Wisconsin State Fair, Mil-
waukee.
Annual tournament of Coal Trade
Golf Association opens at Chicago.
Tenuis tournament for New Jersey
state championship opens at Morris-town- .
Tuesday
Pacific association track and field
championships at University of Cali-
fornia.
Annual bench show of San Mateo
Kennel club, San Mateo, Cal.
Annual bench show of Fremont
Kennel club, Fremont, Neb.
Sam Langford vs. John Lester John-
son, 10 rounds, at New York.
Bob McAllister vs. Sailor Petroskey,
20 rounds, at San Francisco.
Wednesday
when I got up at eight seconds show,
ed1 how near 'out' I was.
"I knocked him out with a fair
punch, and he was counted out.
YESTERDAJTSJBASEBALL
National League
National League
Chicago, St. Louis, '
qinjainiatjJ-Flittsburg- postponed,
raia.
stood in the middle of the ring and
the crowd climbed in. When Corbett
got up he rushed at me and struck
me with left and right while two or
Jefferson Raynolds, President.
E. D Raynolds, Vice President S. B. Davis, Vice President.
Halten Raynolds, Cashier. H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
'three people held my hands. Thin
he shoved me down. He kept on hit-
ting and one of my seconds yelled to
.pear in" court this afternoon on a
charge of gambling, on which he was
arrested last week. The small crowd
at the station was silent. He made
no statement and was taken at once
to his hotel.
Samuel Jacobs, K. C, of Montreal,
chief counsel for New York state in
its fight to return Harry K. Thaw
to Matteawan,' accompanied Jerome.
They alighted from the train almost
directly beneath the window of the de-
tention room where Thaw is held. It
was raining and( there were not more
than 40 idlers at the station.
Notwithstanding the open hostilities
that have been shown Jerome here, no
threat was heard today. The crowd
disDersed quietly and drifted toward
me: 'Let him hit, Boh; he can't hurt
American League
St. Louis, 1; Chicago, 0.
Cleveland, 6; Detroit, 4.
G. M. Trost of Albuquerque arrived
In Las Vegas yesterday and will re-
main here for several days on busi-
ness. He Is a well known business
man of the Duke City.
E. H. Lively of San Francisco, Cal.,
left yesterday evening for Kansas
City, after having been the guest of
his brother, I. W. Lively of this city,
for the past few' days.
Mr. and Mrs. L. Eisele of New York
city are in Las Vegas for several days.
Mr. Eisele is interested in Irrigation
and made a trip to the various nearby
farms nnd ranches yesterday
Miss Nellie Batchelor left last night
for Salina, Kan., where she will visit
for a few weeks and later go to New
York where she will enter the Colum-
bia University and remain there for
the winter.
Dean F. H. Carroon of the New
Mexico Normal University1 left last
night for St. Louis, where he will re-
main for, several weeks. Mr. Carroon
will study methods of school work In
Missouri and other states during his
visit.
you.' Corbett's actions after being
fairly whipped were in line with other
things he did to me. While they were
FIRST-NATIONA- L BANcalming him I went down Into a doxto see my wife. After a while Cor
International power boat races be-
gin off the Isle of Wight, England.
Opening of y race meeting at
Havre de Grace, Md.
Eddie McGoorty vc Bat Levinsky,
10 rounds, at New York
Opening of annual bench show at
American Association .
Louisville, Kansas City,
Minneapolis, 6-- Indianapolis,
St. Paul, 3 3; Columbus,
Toledo, Milwaukee,
bett came to the edge of the ring
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.
Wilmington, Del.the court house where the hearing
was, to be held - at : 4 o'clock. It Thursday
Annual meet of New Jersey andwan nredlcted that' the charge would Capital, $100,000 ScRriuS) and Undivided Profits $35,000
Western League
Denver, St. Joseph,
Lincoln, Omaha,
Sioux City, 8; Topeka, 7.
Des Moines-Wichit- a postponed, rain,
be dismissed on a technicality, in that New York State Rifle association be-
gins at Sea Girt.it specified that Jerome played cards
in "a railroad station," when, as a Tournament under auspices of theSouthern Golf association opens at
Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Ac-
commodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.Knoxville, Tenn.
while I was talking with Rose, and
said: 'Bob, you won fair and square,
hut I want you to give me another
chance. If you don't I'll take a punch
at you the first time I see you on
Broadway.' 'If yon do I'll kill you,' I
said. And that was all there was to
that.
"Now since Corbett is roasting me
I'll make him a proposition. I under-
stand he keeps in training. I'll box
him ten rounds here in New York. If
he lasts four rounds with me he can
have the entire purse. If he thinks
I'm too much for him, I have a
hoy I'll match against him,
and bet him $1,000 he can't lay a glove
on the boy in ten rounds, and another
$1,000 he can't ro ten rounds with
the boy."
STANDING JJFJRE CLUBS
National League
Friday
Annual exhibition of Dog Show as
W. B.1 Storey, first vice president
of thi Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe
Railway company, passed through Las
Vegas this afternoon on his way to San
Francisco from Chicago. Mr. Storey
matter of fact, he was more than 50
feet from the station.
Thaw Temporarily Forgotten --
Harry K. Thaw was temporarily for-
gotten by the townspeople of Coati-icoo- k
today and all paths led to the
red brick court house where William
interest PziJ cn Time Deposits-sociation at Lenox, Mass.
Opening of two days' running race
meeting at Syracuse, N. Y.
Johnny Coulon vs. Bobby Burns, 10
rounds, at Omaha.
'Club Won Lost Pet.
New York 87 43 .669
Philadelphia 75 49 .605
Chicago ... , ...74 57 .565
'
Pittsburgh , . .... . , .70 59 .542
'
Boston 56 69 .448
Brooklyn , 53 72 .443
Cincinnati ..55 79 .411
St. Louis 46 90 ' .333
a Saturday
Opening , of Pacific coast circuit
Travers Jerome had promised to ap-pe-
this afternoon for a preliminary
hearing on a charge of gambling. He
was released last week tinder $500
bail.
James McKeo, the alleged justice of
the peace who signed the warrant
aCaO FOLLY, (In-F- B AT YCL'il Zrace meeting at Sacramento, Cal.
HELP FOR HOT SPRINGS
Hot Springs, Ark., Sept. 8. Gener
8tatn:l that business was good all over
the Santa Fe.
Ike Bacharach returned last night
from New York city and otbor cities
in the east where he has been for, the
past few weeks buying the fall stock
for his firm. Mr. Bacharach states
that all the eastern states are suf-
fering more or less from the heat.
Among the visitors at El Porvenir
yesterday were Dr. and Mrs. William
Howe,. Mr. and Mrs. W. 0. Bourne,
Mr. and Mrs. I. W. Lively, Mrs. Fred
Rolette, Mrs. John Baker, Mrs. Charles
Kohn, Miss Helen Na'hm, Miss Caro-
line Greenberger, Miss Katherine
Davis, E. W. Lively, Thomas Truder,
Charles Dougherty and Norman Lewis.
ous money subscriptions and supplies WesternClu- b-
League
Won Lost
PEACE CONFERENCE MEETS
Constantinople, Sept. 8. The
peace conference called
to negotiate a settlement of the
questions in dispute between the two
nations was .liened here today. "
-
'U4552
50
63
66
74
84
Pet.
.654
.606
.500
.508
.507
.435
.373
.347
Philadelphia '. S3
Cleveland SO
Washington . .73
Boston ' C, . .65
Chicago 68
Detroit 57
St. Louis .. .51
New York 44
are reaching Hot Springs for the re-
lief of persons who were rendered
homeless by Friday night's fire. The
task of caring for the homeless. was
well In hand today. Rebuilding in the
fire-swe- area is to tie begun im-
mediately. Governor Hays is expect-
ed to return here to hear requests of
citizens for a special session of the
legislature to authorize the commis-
sion form of government for iiot
Springs.
for Jerome's arrest and flayed him
in court when Jerome did not appear
at the first hearing, had no part in
tcday's' proceedings. He was super-
seded by a district magistrate, II. W.,
Mulvena of Sherbrooke.
Mulvena came here to preside. V.
f anr-on- joint crown prosecutor for
the district, was in charge of the pro-
secution; Jacob Nichol of Sherbrooke,
crown prosecutor of the district, ap-
peared for the defense.
Dominion officials here foresee a
delay of possibly two years before
final decision of the Thaw case. The
litigation, in their opinion, undoubt-
edly will be carried through the do-
minion courts to the privy council in
England, where the final verdct will
be written. Until this verdict is
given the immigration officials be--
The boxing game will open up in
New Haven September 20, with Gi-
lbert Gallan and "K. O." Sweeney In
the' feature bout.
Curley Ulrich, the veteran western
middleweight, has been, given the first
referee's license in Wisconsin by the
new boxing commission.
American League
Telephone or call and we will. have our c!,.invn
trntor show you
PROTECTING PUBLIC MORALS
New York, Sept. 8. Chief Magis-
trate McAdoo today decided to issue
warrants for the arrest of leading
persons connected with the product-
ion of two plays dealing with life
in the underworld. The police depart-
ment complained that these plays,
which lnv their chief scenes In houses
of ill fame, are detrimental to the
public morals. &
Wp pay 5c a pound for nice large
clean cotton rags. Optic Publishing
Co.
Club Won Lost Pet,
Denver 88 53 .624
Des Moines ... . 78 62 .557
Lincoln 77 66 .530
St. Joseph ... 73 68 .518
Omaha 69 73 .486
Topeka ...64 76 .457
Sioux City 62 80 ".437
'
Wichita .54 87 .383
ft
u
g ' fx irtt
5 V 1 1
Jack Read, the Australian light-
weight champion who came to this
country recently with Sam Langford,
will box Jimmy Coffey In New York-nex-t
week. 6
Phjne IV.ain 344, Wfc&kn, f; rev, ' rlieve the courts will not permit thedeportation of Thaw, and he will re-
main on Canadian soil.
LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 8, 1913.EIX
years after date, and redeemable at
the pleasure of the said district at 15he LOBBY RESTAURANT AND CAFE
ERY HOT ALIKE T5he OPTIC SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERSTHE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLEDany
time after ten years, bearing In-
terest at 6 per cent, payable semi-
annually at First National Bank in
Las Vegas, County of San Miguel,
New Mexico.
Oulura people only when iieces,.ii)
uiid there were no more walks.
"What's wrong with Lee?" asked the
banker after a couple of days.
'
"Got a soft corn, maybe," was the
laughing answer.
"Dont' be too hard on him. I think
him a rather nice boy."
"So did I until until the fire the
SALE OF BONDS
I, Eugenlo Romero, Treasurer and
Collector of the County of
San Miguel, New Mexico, do hereby
give notice that I will receive at my
office In Las Vegas, New Mexico, up
to two o'clock in the afternoon of
the 9th day of October, A. D. 1913,
bids for bonds of School District No.
One'Girl Puts Lovers to Test;
Afraid of Fire, Other
of Water.
Further notice is given that the SOCIETY DIRECTORYDirectors of the said School District
CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2. A. F. A.
10, Los Alamos, in the County of
San Miguel and the State of New
Mexico, In the amount of Five Thou
By CLAUDINE SISSON.
No. 97, West Pecos, duly submitted
to the voters of their district, at a
meeting called for that purpose, the
question of issuing negotiable bonds
A. M. Regular com-
munication first andsand ($5,000) Dollars, the said bonds
L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second and
fourth Thursday evening each
month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
brothers cordially invited. Howard T.
Davis, Dictator; J. ' Thornhlll,
COLUMNof the district for the purpose ofbeing in denominations of One Hun-
dred ($100.00) Dollars, due not less ierecting a school house In the saiddistrict, giving legal notice of such
meeting and of the amount proposed
A n uuxa Aaursaay in
''V: V-- p ach month. Vlsitin
"''v'. lrother8 dlallyHted. Wbl P. Mills,
W. M., H. 8 .an Petten, Secretary.
than twenty, nor more than thirty,
years after date, and redeemable at
other day."
"What of the fire?"
"tie ran away from it!"
"Whew! I thought he was with us."
"He was not He skulked away ut
the first shout and Md behind the
women! Father, he's a coward and
has lost my respect!"
"Urn! Um! I want to think this
over. You say he skulked away, and
yet he was in no danger. Rather
funny."
Miss Maude wanted to be alone and
still not be shut up in her room. There-
fore she watched for a chance to reach
the beach unobserved. Half a mile off
the sands was a big rock. At low tide
it stood up like a house; at high tide
the salty water swept its crest. The
fishermen had been predicting a gale,
RATES TOR CLASSIFIED ADVER
the pleasure of the said district at TISEMENTS
to be raised by the sale of the said
bonds, which question was duly voted
upon by the qualified electors of the
"Oh, I had forgotten to tell you."
"My Btars wh-at- "
Mr. Allison, the baukur, was writ-
ing letters in his library when his
daughter Maud entered, and finding
blm busy she curled up in one of the
big chairs and was half asloep when
be laid aside his pen and spoke to her.
"There is to be war with Tiuibucto."
"Gracious!"
"And every young man in the coun-
try over eighteen will have to go."
"That's awful!"
"I was figuring this afternoon on the
effect it would have on you."
any time after ten years, bearing in LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2.terest at six per cent, payable semi
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR ReK- -Five cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 54L
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tues.
day of the month in the vestry rooms
of Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock D.
m. Visiting brothers are cordially ln-- v
vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charles
Greenclay, Secretary.
said district, and that a majority of
all the votes cast upon that question
was in favor of the issue of the said
annually at First National Bank in
I.as Vegas, County of San Miguel, New- - conolave flee J Tuee- -No ad to occupy less space than two iay in ach month at MvMexico.
Further notice is given that the Si- - p. m. a. H.
Tamme, ke--
sonio Temple at 7:3
KlnkeL K. C; Chaa.
carter.
lines All advertisements charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advlnce preferred.
rectors of the said School District No
"On me? Why, father, girls don't go 10, Los Alamos, duly submitted to t?ieand there were signs that it was near.
There was a boat drawn up on the
beach, and what did the girl who want
voters of their district, at a meeting
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NOv
1. Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street. All visiting
brethren cordially invited to attend.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROYcalled for that purpose, the question
bonds. That the said Board of Di-
rectors did thereupon issue the said
bonds hereinabove described which
said bonds were given In the name
of the said school district issuing
them and were signed by the Presi-
dent of the Board of Directors and
approved by the County Superintend-
ent and delivered to me, the treasurer
and collector of the County
of San Miguel, New Mexico, to be ad
ed to be alone do but launch it and AL ARCH MASONS Regular con--o! Issuing negotiable bonds of the dis
evocation first Monday In F. D. Fries, N. G.; .Gus Lehman, V. G-- ;trlct for the purpose of erecting atake the oars for a row?
She couldn't
help notice the swell and that the
tide was coming in, but she was fair at iXj each month at Masonicschool house In the said district, giv (. uj Temple at 7:30 d. m. T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl Wertz,Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemetery
Trustee.
the oars an.d strong In the arms and VH B. Hubbard, H. P.
to war!"
"But their beaux do."
"Oh, you were only teasing!"
laughed Maude as her color height-
ened.
"I figured that you would lose your,
seventeen young men and have to sub-ttitu-
bachelors and widowers."
"Only bixteen, papa!"
"Well, I'm expecting three or four
Of them here tonight to ask my con-
sent. If you don't want to get mixed
op in the row you'd better be going."
"Stop joking and ask me where I
want lo go this summer."
"Well?"
she headed for the rock and reached it
ing legal notice of such meeting and
of the amount proposed to be, raised
by the sale ol the said bonds, which Blood, Secretary.She had been sitting there for a quar vertised for sale to the highest bidder
and that the sale of tne said bondsQuestion was duty voted upon by the MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of BrotherlyRANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, 0. E.qualified electors of the said district,
ter of an hour when she was noticed
from the hotel and an alarm given. It
was time and past time. The gale
broke with a loiH ip- hi as the tide
turned, and five n.ii ntes later the
S. Meets first and third FridaysOPTiC'Si NUMBER. MASM 8. Love at Woodmen of the World hall,
on the second and fourth Mondays of
will be made to the highest bidder
according to law, but that none of
the bonds herein advertised will be
sold for less than ninety cents on the
and that a majority of all the votes
cast upon that question was in favor
of the Issue of the said bonds. That
at 7:30 p. m. in Masonic Temple, Mrs.
J. O. Rutledge, Worthy Matron; Mrs.white caps w. r dan-in- g and the spray
Agnes Tripp, Secretary. TelephoneWanteddollar. EUGEXIO ROMERO,the said Board of Directors did there(lying. AH thv bo'i;., except the one
she took weie in creek, a mile he- - Main 329.
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart,
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
Montague,' Local Deputy. Visiting
members are especially welcooe a"d
cordially Invited.
Treasurer and Collector, San Miguelupon issue the said bonds hereinabovelow, but had they been at hand there
County.described which said bonds were givwas no one to launch them. WANTED To rent; suite of furnish-e-
Irooms, lowr floor preferred FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO."There isn't a man on the coast who
lan row against the gale and tide," 102 Meets every Monday night atAddress P. O. Box 203, East Las O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue alVegas, N. M. '
en In the namo of the said school
district issuing them and were signed
by the president of the Board of D-
irectors and approved by the county
superintendent and delivered to me,
said the father of the fishers; and the
others looked across at the girl and LOCAL TIME CARDS o'clock. Visiting members are cor-
dially welcome. J. C. Wertz, Presishook their Ir.eads. WANTED To rent visible type-
writer three or four months. WilNeither a father's money nor the XT . dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; C. H.
Bally, Treasurer.liams, Hotel Romaine.
I v
B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
rr'
WANTED Reliable healthy compan-
ion to Invalid young man. Mail ap
East Bcund
Arrive Depart
. 9:10 p. m 9:35 p. m
.11:05 p. m... .11:05 p. m.
. 2:05 a. m....2:10 a. m.
. 1:45 p. m.... 2:10 p. m.
West Bound
No.
No.
No .
2..
4..
8..
"To the seashore. They are going
lo open a new hotel at Rosamond
Ceach."
"I knew that a fortnight ago, and
our arrangements are all made."
"You dear, good man!"
"Our board will cost us nothing. I
tet $2 per week apiece for the young
men who will follow you up there.
Twice 16 is 32 and there you are."
Miss Maude Allison didn't have 16
beaux. She didn't have half that num-
ber. There were only five who called,
nnd three of them made their calls as
formal as if visiting an orphan asylum.
'I he race lay between Walter Davis
cud Hugh Lee. That is, they imagined
it did. Just what Miss Maude Imagined
was a different thing. Neither young
aan could complain that she showed
the other any preference. The father
might have had one, hut he was not
.mixing In.
There are plenty of men, young and
old, who have been in doubt for a time
: s to which of two girls or widowsii make their wife. The agricultural
i partment at Washington has statis-
ts s showing that men have courted no
plication with references to. Mrs
No. 10..
the treasurer and collector of
the county of San Miguel? New Mex-
ico, to be advertised for sale to he
highest bidder and that the sale of
the said bonds will be made to the
highest bidder according to law, but
that none of the bonds herein adver-
tised will be sold for less than ninety
cents on the dollar. '
EUGENIO ROMERO,'
Treasurer and Collector, San Miguel
County.
Max Nordhaus, care Charles Ufeld
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
are cordially invited. Gov. Wm. J.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Secretary.
Co., Las Vegas.
Arrive
WANTED Good girl for general
Depart
1:45 p. m.
6:15 a. m.
4:30 p. m.
7:00 p. m.
housework. Mrs. H. G. Coors, 520
1:20 p.' m..
6:10 a. m. .
4:20 p. m..
6:35 p. m.
1. .
3..
7:.
9..
No.
No.
No.
No.
Washington. KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN-
CIL NO. 804. Meets swuluI and
f urth Thursday in O. R. C. hall.
Pioneer building. . Visiting members
are cordially invited. Richard Devlne,
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
for Sate ATTORNEYS
tears of a mother would drive them
to face the peril.
The gale took on new strength, and
the oncoming waves drove the half-craze- d
people back and when there
came a break in the flying spray and
driving clouds all eyes went to the
rock and there were groans and mur-
murs. The rock might be swept clear
of human life the next view they got.
"What is it! What is it!" fifty
voices demanded as a fisherman ran
down Into the surf and peered towards
the rock under the sharp of his hand.
"It's a boat, but they'll never make
it!"
"Where! Where!"
"Don't look! Don't see them drown!"
Some turned their backs, and some
sat down and covered their faces with
their hands.
Then through foam and spume, and
riding a great roller, a boat came driv-
ing In and was caught and run high on
the beach Hugh Lee at the steering
oar and Maude Allison crouched on the
bottom boards. He had brought her
back when old fishermen had said that
the stoutest skiff and the best oars-
man could not live.
"You see," said the father to his
weeping daughter that night, "every
man's bravery is not alike. One may
fight a lion and run from-th- hoot of
an owl; be may fight fire and dread
EL PORVENm
The Ideal Mountain Resort
FOR SALE Full blooded Scotch col HUNKER & HUNKER
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunker.
Attorneys-at-La-
lie, 6 weeks old. Call Purple 5482.
Phones Main 20 and Olive 5174
li s than four women at one and the
ie time, and ended by not marrying
a one of them. Therefore, it would
be fair to charge Miss Maude with
Las Vegas, New MexicoUrtESEE FOR SALE Cheap, team of ponies--
,
buggy and harness. Inquire 303
bi i.ig flirtatious. Grand avenue. DENTISTS
Sixteen young men did not appear
at Rosamond Beach the next day after FOR SALE Cheap, four fine milch
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR-
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladles always welcome. O. L. Fiers-man- ,
President; A. D. Tillman, Finan-
cier; Mrs., A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
East Las Vegas, N. M.
tjie Allisons were installed. Fourteen cows. Inquire 918 Douglas avenue
Professional Health Culture for Ladies
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facia Massacre, Manicure
Plaza Hotel
Office hours 1:30 p."m. to 3:30 p. m.
oi,ld not get away but two could and
uid. Of course, they were Walter Da
' DR. F. B. HUXMANN
Dentist
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main 136
East Las Vegas, New Mexico
ns and Hugh Lee. Of course, they
were greatly surprised to meet each
other at the depot Of course, they
iid not refer to the Allisons. Of course,
each one was going up for a day or
two to see what the new hotel looked
like. Their respective starts of sur water;
he may run away In battle and
have no fear of robbers. Better take
young Lee back Into your good graces
and give me a
prise at seeing Miss Maude on the
AUTOMOBILE, CARRIAGE
AND
SIGN PAINTING
N. O. HERMAN
429 GRAND AVE.
TenUltffl. VftllM hava Inanrcrl tham aaL
SALE OF BONDS
I, Eugenlo Romero, Treasurer and
Collector of the County of
San Miguel, New Mexico, do hereby
give notice that I will receive at my
office In Las Vegas, New Mexclo, up
to two o'clock in the afternoon of
the 9th day of October, A. D. 1913, bids
for bonds of School District No. 21
Pecos, in the County of San Miguel
and the State of New Mexico, in the
amount of Twenty-fiv- e Hundred
($2500.00) Dollars, the said bonds be-
ing in denominations of One Hundred
($100.00) Dollars, due not less than
twenty nor more than thirty years af-
ter date and redeemable at the pleas-
ure of the said district at any time
after ten years, bearing interest at
six per cent, payable semi-annuall- y at
First National bank in Las Vegas,
County of San Miguel, New Mexico.
Further, notice is given that the di-
rectors of the said School District No.
21, Pecos, duly submitted to the voters
of their district, at a meeting called
for that purpose, the question of is-
suing negotiable bonds of the district
for the purpose of erecting a school
house in the said district, giving legal
notice of such meeting and of the
amount proposed to be raised by the
sale of the said bonds, which question
was duly voted upon by the qualified
electors of the said district, and that
a majority of all the votes cast upon
that, question was. in favor of the issue
of the said bonds. That the said
Board of Directors did thereupon Issue
the said bonds hereinabove discribed
And that's what she did.
(Copyright, 1913, by the McClure Newspaper syndicate.)
PUBLIC AUCTION I will sell at pub-
lic auction to the highest bidder the
following live stock at my ranch
one and one-hal- f miles north of the
city of Las Vegas, on the east side
of the Mora road. Sale to begin at
10 o'clock sharp on Thursday, Sep-
tember 11, 1913. Five head of milch
cows, some to be fresh and some
giving milk; 12 bead of steers one
and one-hal- f years old; 6 head
yearling steers; 6 head steer calves
about eight months old; 4 head steer
calves under six months old; 4 head
heifer calves ten months old; 4 head
heifer calves ten months old, from
best milk stock; 3 range cows good
for beef; 1 mare four years old; 1
horse six years old; 1 horse nine
years old; 1 horse ten years old.
Terms of sale, cash. Judd A.'Det-teric-
Owner. C. A.' McMillan,
Mysterious Stranger.
Something mighty queer about a
GiiYSTML ICE
From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing but Pure Ice.
2000 lbs or more, each delivery 20c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery ......25c per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery 40c per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery. 50c per 100 lbs
Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.
Phono Main 227 i 1200 Lincoln Ave
feller that was here last week," re-
lated the landlord of the Turgidtown
tavern. "He never kicked about his For YOU! I
room, eat with apparent relish what
was set before him, didn't try to flirt
with the waitresses, and when I ask
ries of $16 per in the old days of the
(dime museums.
Miss Maude also gave a start of sur-
prise. She explained that she had no
more thought of seeing them up there
than she had of meeting the man in
the moon. How on earth did they know
where to come? She was glad to see
them, of course, very, very glad, (their
hearts bounded) but why hadn't they
thought to bring Billy Sims and Kyle
Harris? (Their hearts shrank like cab-bag- e
leaves in an August day.)
Maude's father caught her words and
smiled. She wasn't giving her hand
t.way very much.
One afternoon after three or four
days had passed, the talk among six
or eight people on the veranda in a
group turned on bravery. Of course it
was man's bravery. No one expects a
woman to dash in front of a raging
lion to save a crippled child or a de
This elegant Rogers'ed him if he was looking for land or
seeking health or canvassing for some-
thing he politely replied that he
Silver Spoon
wasn't. He went to bed and got up
at reasonable hours, walked sedately
about town, bought cigars as
-- if you use
EMPRESS
FLOUR
if lie was used to 'em, answered civilly
the remarks of practically every prom For Rsntinent citizen in town about the weath-
er. He stayed three days, and then
aid his bill without grumbling, bade
RETAIL PRICES
2,000 lbs-- , or More, Each Del very 20o per 100 lb.
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Dalivery 25c per 100 lb.
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery 30c per 100 lb-
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery ...40c per 100 lb.
Less than 50 lbs.. Each Delivery ...50c per 100 lb.
AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice. the Pury
lasting Qualities ot Which Have Made Las Vega Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
me a courteous good-b- and Wf--
FOR RENT Four gunny rooms for
light housekeeping. 721 Fourth
street.away with as little flutter as he bad
come. And on account of the consist
which said bonds were given in the
name of the said school district issu-
ing them and were signed by the
It 's giving you
a present lor do-
ing something
you 'd do hny
t A
ent manner in which he minded hit)
crepit old man. Every one but Miss
Maude had had his say, and when ehe
,waa asked for her opinion she replied:
"I may never marry at all, but if I
ehould, and my husband proved to be
fei coward, I should hate him and leave
3,im!" .
own business and let other 'people's president of the Board of Directors and FOR RENT Furnished rooms for
light housekeeping with bath. &02
Main street.
affairs alone there has been a good approved by the County Superintend
leal of speculation about him ever ent and delivered to me, the treasurer
since, the consensus of opinion beingThat was plump from the shoulder,
jand Messrs. Davis and Lee sat up and
way when'you
learn how Much
BeHer EMPRESS
and collector of the County
of San Miguel, New Mexico, to be ad-
vertised for sale to the highest bidder
FOR RENT Modern furnished rooms.
710 Grand avenue.
that he was either a famous detec-
tive, some kind of a slick swindler or
a crazy man." Kansas City Star.
)took notice.
Each longed for something to happen
and that the sale of the said bonds FLOUR nclk is. gthat he might Bhow his bravery. Would FURNISHED ROOMS for light houseEllgibles In Danger.
W. E. Hosac of the Chicago Dress keeping. 921 Lincoln.
tidal wave eweep in? Would a cy-
clone take the roof off the hotel?
fVVould a mad dog appear on the beach
will be made to the highest bidder ac-
cording to law, but that none of the
bonds herein advertised will be soldmakers' club was condemning the
slashed skirt on the score of its eug
ANT Ads
.
.
Are Best
Market Finders
land present his throat that he might
Made by GER-MA- N
PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE STAMPS
FOR RENT Five room cottage onfor less than ninety cents on the
e choked to death? gestiveness. hill. Phone Purple 5301.dollar.Relaxing for a moment from his se 1Queerly enough, the opportunity was ETJGENIO ROMERO.rious vein, Mr. Hosac Faid:on the way and close at hand,
Treasurer and Collector, San Miguel"Man, poor man, has it hard enoni:'lighted cigarette thrown down a hall BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON IT SCounty.started a blaze, and there was imme on his seashore vacation as it is ;
the slashed skirt Is to be used agri-ln-
Can't Afford to Have Kidney Trouble
No man with a familv to support
can afford to have kidney trouble, nor
need he fear it with such a remedy at
diate coniusion. a Bcore or men GENUINE WM.
hashed In with palls of water, and aft SALE OF BONDS ROGERS &
r a lively fight they got the better of hand as Foley Kidney Pills. An hon
est medicine, safe and reliable, cost
him "
"'I was very much astonished.'
one man to another, to hear th;v,
Blanc, the rich old bachelor, hac
I, Eugenlo Romero, Treasurer andthe flames and saved the hotel. Collector of the County of
SONS' A A
STANDARD
SILVER
PLAT- E-
ing little but doing much good, Foley
Kidney Pills eliminate backache and
Young Walter Davis was one of the
foremost, and had a budding mustache
singed beyond repair, but where was
married the Widow Starr at Atlantic
City. I thought he was only flirting rheumatism, tone up-th- system and
San Miguel, New Mexico, do hereby
give notice that I will receive at my
office la Las Vegas, New Mexico, upwith her."Toung Hugh Lee? Mies Maude knew, restore normal action of kidneys andbladder. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
" 'He thought so, too," wa3 the re
Classified d. search out the people lo rnom moni all
those who MIGHT BIT the particular thlag H worth most.
That property Ton want to sell la WORTH MOST vo mef--
who reed the ads. In thl newspaperand woald erer kenr l
your property unless It were advertised aere.
Others, who rea4 and ana rer ada. In this aewTiaper wamt (.
are anxious 10 pay eaab. for) books, automobiles, used mehltr
and furniture, article of a ulneii of any tort, and muileal (i
trumenta. ,
i
As the classified ads. are read bj au possible bayou, of all
ible aorta of thlms. they have come to be finders of tha beat
BEAUTIFUL
FRENCH.
GREY (STER
,?nd happened to be the only one that
did. At the first alarm he had turnod ply.
"And this," said Mr. Hosac, "was LING) FINISHwhite as flour, and while the others
vrowded forward he had skulked be in pre-slas- h days, mind you!" CHICHESTER S PILLS
r BRAN. A
hind. When the excitement was over
They Were.
,c had no experience to relate. Ho was
to 2 o'clock In the afternoon of the
9th day of October, A. D. 1913, bids
for bonds of School, DIs.trict No. 97,
West Pecos, In the County of San
Miguel and the State of New Mexico,
In the amount of Fifteen Hundred
($1,500.00) Dollars, the said bonds
being In denominations of One hun-
dred ($100.00) Dollars, due not less
than twenty, nor more than thirty,
EMPRESS
can be ob- -
"I thought you said Kelly and Caseyi ( ning very quiet when he caught
were quite calm and collected after
E.Qilh'Ai Abh your liwBMrtt for ftlil..'W.-t- . r' IHumoiiu Hrnil4
rilla in lird and "ld tmtiliicyu'hox, sealt-c- with lllue Ribbon.Tnko tin other. Itur o FourItruixlrt. A:,kfnr"itl.'Sfi;s.TKHS
:ir,o's from the girl that told hira fc
the explosion?"
"So I did. Kelly was calia and KIA DDSI ISitAM ril.1.8, for SS
--vt betrayed. It was a cold, colook that chilled him to
.,. Thereafter she- spoke to ;u
tained in this city from
ALL GROCERS. y,s known as Best,
r" t"st, Al ways Rellabt
cm m wiwct? frroMCJn?
J-
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Just get your twelve months subscription, bring it to the
Optic Office and get your GO-CYCL- E.
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Bring us ONE THREE MONTHS SUBSCRIPTION paid in ad
vance and 50c and the GO-CYC- LE is yours.
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Please enter my subscription to the Las Please enter my subscription to the Las
Vegas Optic lor j'ZXf for which I agree Vegas Optic for for which I agreeto pay in advance $ to pay in advance S
Name r - frame
Address ,
'
Address
Go-Cyc- le to be Go-Cyc-le to be
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f jl LOCAL NLWS jj1 1 : : NOTHING HAS EVER BEEN MADETO TAKE THE PLACE OF ADO YOUR IRONINGON DOT SIMMER DAYS WITH THE CELEBRATED
PRtXGESS ELLGTRSG FLAT IRQ
Guaranteed for five years
size for 3,25
"ftH 1 II Kr!i' II Light automobile lamps at 7:04
o'clock this evening. ' S 7T7 T7 " n ( J ...
v3 vi .ti.rv
It Remains the; House Wifes Reliable Servant
Try a dram of Old Taylor Bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Adv.
era ,v
The Modern Woodmen of America
will hold their regular meeting
11 UliU.I 9j I
Spring Chickens J
liens ' I
j
-
I
We have a complete line of BisselPs
Sweepers on hand ail the time ranging
in price from
$2.50 to $6.00
Balcony and gallery seats for the
Roberts lecture at the opera house
tonight will be sold for 25 cents.
Furniture, almost new, for sale at
a bargain. Rooms 133 and 134 Wells
Fargo Building. Adv.
If You Have a Bissell's Sweeper You Don'tNeed a. Ba.cuum Cleaner
J. O. JOMrslSESNJ St 30N
"Complete Furnishers of the Home"
The Ladles' Aid society of the
First Baptist church will hold a white
sale on December 4. Adv.
ttapwiojcw w i,. ,,. .j.-
$1.45 for $2.50 Ball Bearing- Skates.
4c each for Glass Percolator Tops.
95c for Mrs. Potts' set of Irons.
95c for $1.25 Oval Savory Roasters.
S3. 75 for $5.00 Perfection Oil Heaters.
4c each for Table Tumblers.
- $1 35 for $1.50 O'Cedar Polish Mops.
1.35 for $1.50 Wizard Polish Mops.
FOR TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY AX
THE ROSENTAAL
Opposite the Y. M. C. A.
PREMIUM COUPONS GIVEN WITH ALL CASH SALES
The Ladies' league of the
church will meet Tuesday after-
noon at 2:30 o'clock with Mrs.
Skinner, 820 Eighth street.STEABNS' STORE BUY AH AUTO m i 0 If i. f Y WAGONInsures Prompt Deliveries at Minimum txuonse
Quick delivery means satisfied customers and more customers whom you can
satisfy. Durable in construction, reliable in operation cheaper thfn horse power
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In wood. Direct from the distillery
to you. At the Ibby, of course.
Adv.sua
it4 iTiwiftttinrtoi The next, social of the Ladies of the
Maccabees of the World will he at the
borne of Mrs. S. V. Savage, 903 Main.
All ladies and knights will be Pf ! i Wwi i'i11! it 111 ILAS VEGAS VIEWSWILL IT APPEAR
The marriage of Antonia Sanchez
and Albert Atyeo Jones, a young cou-
ple well known in Las Vegas, occur-
red Saturday afternoon at the home
of the bride's mother, Mrs. Ramon
Sanchez, on the West side. The cere-
mony was witnessed by a few infl-
ate friends of the bride and groom.
Mr. Jones has been a resident of Las
Vegas for the past lew months, and is
engaged in business on the West side.
His bride was born and reared In Las
FVkt A IT TVT'TT""
The younger set of the Commercial
club win give a dance in the club
rooms on Thursday evening. All
members of the club are invited to
be present.KUI IAll HE, APPEARANCE OF LOCAL SCENESIN 'MOTION PICTURES COESBY DEFAULT
Vegas and has a large number ofDinner Sept 9th., 1913
Dining Room open from 6 to 7(30 P. M.
friends here.
J. W. Roberts, local agent for the
Armour Packing company, has been
transferred to' Albuquerque and will
leave this week to take charge of the
Duke City agency.
Initiation will be the principal busi-
ness of the Fraternal Brotherhood at
Its regular weekly meeting In the O.
A. C. hall tonight"
Investigate its merits and obtain full particulars front
CHARLES iLFELD OmPM$V, .ea"jrfs
Inability of the Commercial club's
board of directors to secure a quorum
Saturday evening was responsible for
the failure of Las Vegas views to ap-
pear in the series of motion picture
films taken along the ocean to oean
highway by the San Diego exposition
boosters. Those members of the board
who were present to attend the meet-in- v
were pleased with the proposition.
Thd price quoted was reasonable, mo-
tion picture experts stating that it
SOUP
Okra
A marriage license was issued Sat-
urday afternoon at the court house to
Maria Sara Montano, aged 16, and
Thomas Sandoval, aired 28. Both are
residents of Pueblo, N. M.
NIGHT CLASSES BEGIN
The night classes of the New
Normal University will organizeRELISHES
Queen Olives Radishes THE OLD RELIABLEwas less than the actual cost of
production.
The Ladies' Aid society of the First
Methodist church will meet with Mrs.
B. J. Reed, 718 Columbia avenue, to-
morrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock. A
full attendance is desired. BAINMEATSRoast Prime Ribs of Beef Au JusBraised Breast of Lamb, Sage Dressing
Ham Omelette
tonight for the fall term. This part,
of the university work Is rapidly
growing in favor with a large num-
ber of young people who are forced
to work during the day, and it is ex-
pected that the attendance this win-
ter will be the largest in the history
of the normal.
Commercial courses are a specialty.
Shorthand," typewriting and bookkeep
Albuquerque, Santa Fe and other ci-
ties of the state will appear in the
pictures, which will be shown in all
the larger cities and towns in the
United States. Messrs. Cooper, Mc- -Special program at the Photoplay
tonight. Four reels "The Reformers,"
a two reel Biograph comedy. " The Sub-
stitute Stenographer," detective story,
Edison, "A Woman's Way," Patheplay.
Adv.
ENTREE
Peach a la Conda
Carton, Hiatt and Jasmin of the Pacifi-
c-Atlantic Film company, who were
bore all day Saturday and who are
making a log of the ocean to ocean
to ocean highway, left yesterday morn-
ing for Raton.
, ... ...... ..... , ,
ing are most popular, although many
other excellent studies are provided.
The night work is under the super-
vision of G. R. Cornell. All those
who Intend to attend night school are
requested to bo at the normal at 7
o'clock tonight 13 make arrangements.
It is likely that any course that may
be wanted may be supplied.
vucBirc QAirre 'wen
ouliuii omo aim
On Thursday, September 11, a spe-
cial train of New York City and Brook-
lyn mail carriers will pass through Las
Vegas on their. way home from Los
Angeles where they have been at-
tending the national meeting of the
mail carriers.
VEGETABLES
Washed Potatoes
Mexican Squash
Candied Yams
DSEHTS- - ,:
Strawberry Ice Cream
Apple Dumplings, (Wke Sauce
n mmum imn
"HARVEY'S"
Famous mountain ranch: 31st
Old manament; old rates. Car-
riage out every Saturday. Leave or-')r- s
at Miirphev's or Plnza hotel
The Sai Miguel County Fair asso STRATEGY OF OKLAHOMA OFFI-CE-PREVENTS LYNCHING IN
GUTHRIE QysZP'DRIKK5 ciation will hold a meeting tonight, atthe Elks' club to which all the citizens
of Las Vegas are invited. Final arTea Coffee Postum Iced Tea CocoaMil!) Subscribe for The Opticrangements and general discussion ofButtermilk Gross, Kelly & Co.TOO LATE TO CLASSIFYplans for the coming fair will com-pris- othe business of the meeting, Vari-ion- scommittees will be appointed.
Everybody who wishes a successful
Cheese Crackers
ole AgentsFOUND Bunch of keys. Owner mayhave same oy calling at the Optic
office and paying for adv.
fair to be held is expected to be pres
ent.
J. L. Tooker, official photographer
for the Y. M. C. A., has finished a
number of views of the Y. M. C. A.
AT THE HOME OF
camp which are considered to be the NEW HOSPITAL BUILDING FDND
ILLUSTRATED LECTURE COURSE
best ever taken in El Poremr vicin-
ity. These pictures were taken dur-
ing the last week of the' camp's ex
Newkirk, Okla., Sept. 8. Lewis
Green, a negro bootlegger, arrested
in Guthrie yesterday after he bad
shot to death two Guthrie policemen
who raided his "joint" was locked in
jail here today. His life was saved
from a mob that threatened lynching
by the strategy of Sheriff Mahoney.
When the mob began to gather yes-
terday Sheriff Mahoney and a deputy
rushed to the jail, hurried the prison-
er to an automobile and started north
toward Perry, closely followed by the
mob. Near Mulhall the gasoline in
the car began to run low, and Sheriff
Mahoney, leaving his deputy to pro-
ceed with the car as a blind, plunged
into the wood with his handcuffed
prisoner just before the leaders of the
mob rushed by. After walking a mile
through the brush. Sheriff Mahoney
flagged a freight train and landed
Lewis safe in jail here early today.
Meanwhile dispatches from Guthrie
told of the streets being filled w'ith
armed men waiting for the mob lead-
ers to return with Lewis. A mass
meeting was held In Guthrie and a
fund raised for the use of the families
of Chief of Police Muxlow and Patrol
istence. They include views on Her-
mit's Peak and several different views
of the camp. Several jf these pic-
tures will appear in an issue of the
Y. M. C. A. magazine in the "ear
THE BEST OF EVERYTHING EATABLE
Fa.ncy Peaches For Preserving. Per
Box $1.25
Concord Grapes. Per Basket 50c
All Other Fruits for Preserving at Low-
est Market Price
j Fancy flipe I
BARTLETT I
jj r
III
. j
Dr. F. H. H. ROBERTS, Sept. 8
HUMOR, and PATHOS of TRAVELJudge David J. Leahy this morningrendered a decree in favor of the plain
tiff In the case of William Rapp
against the board of trustees of the
town of Las Vegas et al. The action
was a suit to quiet title to a tract of
land containing about 90 acres, lying
south of Las Vegas. The judge also
gave judgment in favor of E. Rosen-wal-
and' Son in their suit against Lu-
cas Gallegos for $115.07. The suit was
for the collection of a debt. Mr. Gal-
legos Is a resident of Union countv.
Col. R.B. TWTCHELL, Sept. 22
SOLDIERS of the CROSSman Isaac Caldwell, the dead officers.IE GRAAF & HAYWARD CO. 6 lbs. for
STORK-
I'i
i Lm i) if, ffii I Dr. JACOB LANDAU, Oct. 6
ff
''' THE HOLY LAND .
Colorado Springs and his wife and
daughter, Marian.
Perkins leaped from the car before
it plunged down the bank. Although
AMERICANS NEAR TOP
Camp Perry, O., Sept. 8. At" the
end of the first stage of the Palrna
trophy rifle match on the 800-yar-
range, the United States and Canada
were tied for first place, each with a
score of 688 out of a possible COO.
Other scores were: Argentine Repub-
lic, 587; Sweden, 555; Pern, 530.
At the end of the second stage of
the Palma trophy match, on the 900-yar- d
range, the United States had an
undisputed lead with a score of 1,169.
The Argentine Republic had taken
second place with 1.1C0, and Canada
had dropped to third with 1,137.
Sweden's score was 1,041 and Peru's
1,031. -
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The Lubin Motion Plot, c conipiinv
will not start work this weak vnt:l
Wednesday, when a new play will bp
begun. "The Harmless One," 'vhHi
occupied the time of the f'ompanv
last week, was finishel Sauirlay
morning. Thus far In the w .vk 'Mr.
Fielding has found no disagreeable
features as far as sta'.ic interfa-enc- e
Is concerned. This was the one feat-
ure that was doubtful when the com-
pany first came to Las Vegas. The
subject of Mr. Fielding's next work
has not been announced.
KILLED BY AUTOMOBILE
Meeker, Col., Sept 8. Katherine
Oldland, aged 20, daughter of a
wealthy Meeker merchant, was killed
las; night when a steam automobile
etase running between Rifle and
Meeker skidded and plunged down an
embankment, JIIss Oldland was
caught undct; the car and her neck
broken. The Injured, all of whom
will recover, Include Miss Ise.belle
Knowles of Denver; E. M. Johnson C
Mcelier, and W. Arthur Perkins vL
himself slightly injured he found a
log and used it as a lever to raise the
overturned automobile, releasing his
companions 'ho were caught under
the car. Miss Oldland was on her way
to Denver, where she was a student
at Loretfa Heights academy.
$1.50
50c
SEASON TICKErS
SINGLE LECTURE TICKETS
CHILDREN UNDER Vi YEARS ooc
SI
Subscribe for The optic
